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Foreword

The environment, people and culture of the
Pacific islands are intimately r.elatecJ to the
climate of the region. The prevailing wincls
guide<l the first people to this region anct

shaped the migration and settlement of people
throughout the islands. The distriburion of
rainfall determined which areas were suitable
for agriculture and which crops coulcl be
harvested. The occasional tropical cyclone
brought destruction, hardship and even death.

Today, much of the social and econonric
activity of the Pacific islands rcrnain ar the
nercy of the clirnate. Tropical cyclones are
still a t'eanrre of the region, and the El-Nino
phenomenon regularly hrings Bxtretne clirnate
variability leading to tlooding and droughts
across the Pacific region and througbout the
world. The threat of climate changc adds to the
climate concerns. Globsl warming and rising
sea-levels, together with the potential fbr
increasing fretluency and distribution of
qlimatic extemes poses the greatesr threat to
the very survival of mrny Pacitic islands.

Tbe most basic, and yet the most importanr,
tool for assessing the impacts of clirnate,
cliurate variability and climate change in the
Pacific is the climnte dara base. Every day
huodreds of meteorological statT take many
thousands of rneasureutents of raintall,
temperature, bumidity, wind speed and
direction, and many other climate elernents.
The long tenn monitoring of these indices

1,,(
Vili A, Fuavao

Director

provide the only means of determining if tho
climate of the region is varying or changing.
For this reason it is difficult to over-estimate
the value of this information.

Effcctive rnanagement of this information
demands a sound system of data archival,
analysis and dissemination. In the past data
management has often been inadequate,
leading to lost recorde aod providing little
opportunity for analysis of the information.
The CLICOM system has been especially
dcsigned tbr meteorological services operating
with small networks and only basic resources.
The involvement of WMO and other regional
partners in providing and supporting CLICOM
presents the best opportunity for Pacific island
countries to manago this infonnation in an
efficient manner,

SPREP is committed to assisting its members
esteblish a complete and robust climate data
management system. The infbrrution it will
provide is vital for national development
planning, particularly for those sectors zuch as

agriculture, fisheries, public works and
utilities, and tourism, which are closely linked
to the clirnte of the region. This report
sumrnarises the state of CLICOM in ten
Pacific island countries who use the sysiem,
and provides guidance for future work to
establish CLICOM to the level needed. The
intbrnration in this report will be used by
SPREP to develop a Regional CLICOM
Support Prograuune, in partnership with
WMO and other interested parties.

This report was undertaken for SPREP by the
National Institute for Water and Atrnospheric
Research, Wellington, New Zesland, through
funding made available by the Governmeot of
New Zealand.
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Executive summary

This CLICOM Inventory and Review Project provides a detailed appraisal of the state
of the CLICOM climate data processing systems present in the meieorological services
of ten South Pacific island countries. The CLICOM system is designed to Japure,
Process, analyse, and archive dimate data. It comprises one or more personal
comPuters, with data storage devices and a printer, and a set of necesiary software
packages needed. The CLICOM concept, and the unique CLICOM software, has been
promoted and deveioped by the World Meteorological Organization for use by small
less-developed countries.

The present project was initiated by the South Pacific Regional Environmental
Programme in response to member concerns that the CLIaOM systems had been
obtained in largely ad hoc fashion without proper support and tiaining and were
generally not fuactioning well. To survey elctr-country, a fact-finding-mission was
undertaken to the following countries: Papua New Guinea, Solomoi Islands,
Vanuatu, Fiji, Kiribati, Tuvalu, Tonga, Western Samoa, and Cook Islands (in order of
itinerary). Niue was also part of the study, but could not be included in the mission.

Overall, the situation we found is rather disappointing, in that only one of the ten
countries was close to having CLICOM operating completely effectively. Some
countries were very new-to the system and could not be expected to have made great
Progress/ but others had had it for years and were still far irom having it workirig
properly. Although CLICOM has its difficulties, it has been made opelational in small
countries elsewhere in the world, and we believe that there is no oiher better option
for the Pacific islands.

We attribute the lack of success in the South Pacific as primarily due to (i) the
piecemeal approach to its introduction, and (ii) the absence of ippropriate training
and technical support. On-site training and support has been qriiie insufficient inll
countries. During the mission, the Consultant was freguently isked for help, and in
some instances was- able to-provide training and to re-estabtish failed systemr. There
is a serious lack of knowledge of the practices of computer systems management and
data base management, for example in basic procedurbs such as backing-u"p data and
software. There are also some shortages of necessary hardware and rofl*ire.

Specific development recommendations have been made for each country. In many
cases onl-y- a relatively_small effort and cost is required to bring the CLICOM operati;n
into working order. However, in all cases there is a need for i long-term
commitment, by both the country and its donor or supporting paitners, to ensure that
staff skills and capacities are developed and the system is wefzupported.

There is a great oPPortunity for regional cooperation on CLICOM, for sharing of
expertise amot-rg- the countries, and assistance with trouble-shooting, trainin[, and
applications of data. A regional development assistance programme would irovidean umbrella for the design and channeiling of external aid, ind for the coordination
of between-country collaboration.
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The prograrune should be well designed to target the identified needs of
individual countries, yet it also must be flexibly managed to ensure it responds
as these needs change.

A bigger and more integrated effort than we have seen in the past is needed. We
estimate that the three-year total cost of the required assistance is about $900,000,
most of which would be spent on training and support. However, the average
annual cost amounts to only $30,000 per country.

The programme must focus on the requirement for managing climate data and
providing users with useful climate information. CLICOM is a means to do this,
not an end in itself.

The programme should strongly emphasise local capacity building, and self:help
within the region. Mutual collaboration and support could be developed by
means of a locally-based regional CLICOM support officer, for example.

Periodic visits by a expert CLICOM support person are essential, especially in the
initial stages to get systems running properly and to build staff capabilities. Such
visits will overcome many of the short-term problems.

There is a pressing need for on-site training and support in office practices of
climate data management and computer data processing, covering such things as
station information files, records design, data security, software back-up,
operations logbooks, etc.

Some software developments are needed to meet tropical Pacific islands needs,
such as data applications (like Fiji's existing PC-based summary) and software to
import island data from overseas archives.

Various items of hardware and proper registered copies of software ate needed.
The current needs of each country are detailed in the report
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I INTRODUCTION

1.1 The South Pacific Context

The South Pacific islands region contains many island countries or territories, whose
land areas and populations range from small to minuscule, and whose economic
bases are generally very small and undeveloped. All are members of the South
Pacific Regional Environment Programme, which is the regional inter-governmental
organisation charged with the responsibility of coordinating and managing a shared
environment of thg region and responding to the environmental issuei alfecting the
region, including climate and climate change.

Table 1 lists some basic features of the ten countries studied in the CLICOM Inventory
and Review Project. While there are some common features, for example in small
size and oceanic situation, there are also some marked differences that are critical to
the design and implementation of any technical aid projects. For example, some
countries, particularly Papua New Guinea and Fiji, have considerable economic self
sufficiency, ild technical capability, while others such as Tuvalu and Niue are largely
dependent on foreign aid and foreign technical expertise.

Table 1: Basic Statistics of Countries in Sfudy

(Data approximate, mostly from around 1990)

Country Geography Population GDP per Aid as 7o of
capita (A$) GDP

Papua New Guinea

Solomon Islands

Vanuatu

Fiji

Kiribati

Tuvalu

Tonga

Western Samoa

Cook Islands

Very large
mountainous islands

Large high islands

Large high islands

Large high islands

Small remote atolls

Small remote atolls

Mostly small islands

Large high islands

Mostly small islands

3,500,000

330,000

150,000

750,000

75,000

10,000

100,000

160,000

77,000

1400

730

1300

2200

670

770

1300

950

4000

1600

17Vo

25Vo

26Vo

3Vo

47Va

'l,l7Vo

26Vo

277o

24Vo

'l.80VoNiue One raised atoll 2,500

L
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The need for climate data in the region is much more significant than just
information for local development. The Pacific region is the home of the El Niflo
Southern Oscillation phenomenon, and makes a major contribution to the globe's
great tropical heat engine that powers the circulation of the atmosphere. Data from
this part of the world is critically important to understanding global climate processes
and to detecting global climate change. Support of climate monitoring and climate
data processing and archiving therefore serves not only the island territories
themselves, but also international needs for global change information.

The development of climate data services in the Pacific islands has mostly occurred
within the historical long-term relationships each has had with a patron country,
particularly New Zealand, France, Great Britain, USA and Australia. To the degree
that these relationships were strong and close, and are still present, the climate data
networks, archives and services are in reasonable shape. However, there have been
significant changes in the last decade or so,, with an increasing shift toward more
equal relationships and greater responsibility by island countries for the setting of
priorities and the management of services. However, in some cases climate data
collectiorr and processing has not been seen as a development priority and have fallen
into a state of neglect. Furthermore, the computer technology that is now used for
climate data management is rapidly developing and requires a considerable level and
commitment of technical skill that is very scarce in small countries.

As is described in more detail in the next section, a microcomputer (PC) based climate
data processing system, called CLICOM, has been developed under the guidance of the
World Meteorological Organization to inexpensively meet the climate data
processing needs of smali countries. Most of the island countries in the South Pacific
have acquired this system, which comprises one or more PCs and various specialised
and commercial software, but few of these have reached the stage of effective
operation. It is the prime objective of the present study to take an inventory of the
situation in the countries concerned and to point the way toward bringing each
country into effective operation.

1.2 CLICOM and its Development

Whereas in the past all climate data processing was done manually, with the advent
of microcomputers, it has became feasible for even small countries to develop
computer-based prc cessing and archiving of dimate data. To assist less developed
countries to build the capacity to do so, a project entitled 'Transfer of Technotogy in
Climate Data Management and User Services", was developed as part of what is now
World Climate Data and Monitoring Programme (WCDP), which is a major
programme of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). The project aims to
achieve a transfer of technology in climate data management and use, firstly, by
developing software designed specifically to handle climate data, and secondly,'by
providing countries with a package which includes computer hardware, software, and
training. The resulting system is known as CLICOM (an acronym for Climate
Computing).

Development commenced in 1984 in response to a request from WMO which
initiated the WCDP-CLICOM project and laid down general objectives and
specifications. These were subsequently refined through hardware and software
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reviews and through expert meetings held by WMO. Most of the development and
production work was done by the US National Climatic Data Center, in Asheville,
North Carolina, USA) as a USA voluntary contribution to the WCDp. This CLICOM
is sometimes referred to as US-CLICOM to distinguish it from others, such as the
French CLICOM.

The syste!_provides for the following functions: keyboard-entry of data and
associated data quality control; data management, archival and retrieval; data import
and export; reporting station history sub-system; data dictionary system; productibn of
summaries, graphs, and data products; libraries of subroutines to enable lhe
development of data products and application programs.

The system is based on the use of IBM-compatible PCs. The hardware in most cases
now consists of 3 PC's (1 server PC and 2 data-entry PC's), a local area network (LAJTJ)
to link the PCs, a high capacity optical disk drive as the data archive device, and a
printer. Sites with a small observing network can operate with just one PC. The
software consists of three parts: (i) PC/MS-DOS operating system; (ii) commercial
software comprising the DataEase database management system, the COSORT data
sorting utility, the LAN software, and a text editor; (iii) a set of control programs and
application Programs written in FORTRAN, DOS batch conhol procedures-, and
graphics routines. The current recommended technical specifications may be found in
Annex 2.

The initial system tests were completed in December 1985. The CLICOM software
system was also checked out on an experimental basis at the RA II/V Training
Seminar on Climate Data Management and User Services, in Yogyakarta, Indbnesia,
October 1985, to determine its ease of use and ease of training. Supply and installation
in various countries commenced in 1987. Worldwide, most CLICOM systems have
bj". supplied under WMO/LTNDP projects, or by through the WMO Voluntary
Cooperation Programme (VCP), wMo has assisted with providing system
specifications to those countries wishing to purchase equipment themselves, and
with the provision and coordination of installation and training support.

Several versions of the software have been released. The latest, version 3.0, was
released in 1992. A number of faults and problems present in the previous version 2.1
have been removed in this version. It also provides a better graphics faciliry and a
number of other improvements. However, the system is nof perfect and continual
improvement and c'evelopment can be expected in future. Routine operational users
of the system can play an important role in identifying shortcomings, amendments
and enhancements, rather than relying solely on groupi of CLICOM-experts.

We believe that it would be desirable to expand the very limited number of
application Programs to produce data summaries and climate information products,
and to better tailor these to suit the needs of the user. At present, it is necesiary in
many 

-cTes 
to export CLICOM data to some other processing facility such as

spreadsheets, statistical packages (INSTAT is often-used), other datibases, graphics
systems. Users can of course develop their own computer programs and intglrate
them into CLICOM, but only if thelhave the expertiie and time to do so. ThJre aref:y{_*y such users in the Pacific islands at pre}ent. It is important to be aware that
CLICOM by itself is not a complete "push-bu-tton" solution to climatological data
processing needs.
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The latest CLICOM Newsletter, ]uly 1994, reports that CLICOM is installed in 116
WMO Member countries, with 23 other countries having approved funding and a
fqrlher 23 having submitted VCP requests. We have no information as to fiow many
of the 116 sites are actually operational. At the WMO M U/V CLICOM training
seminar at Manila in August 7993, (attended by Mr Ereckson), representatives from
some 15 countries each provided a report on the state of their CLICOM system. The
reports were quite varied, with many sites reporting problems and limited success for
various reasons. (WMO Regional Associations (RA) II and V cover Asia, Southeast
Asia and the Southwest Pacific.)

Two sites stood out at the Manila meeting as being clearly successful, firstly that of the
Malaysian Meteorological Service (reported on by Mr. Tan Lee Seng), wheie CLICOM
was established in 1989 on a trial basis, then later on a fully operational basis for some
300 observing stations; and secondly that of the Sri Lanka Meteorological Service
(reported on by Mr Lalith Chandrapaia), which commenced in 1987 and is now
handling data from some 25 agrometeorological stations and 780 rainfall stations. It
aPpears that their success is due to their training and background experience; personal
dedication to the work; sufficient numbers and stability of staffing (uninterrupted
service); and ability to develop computer programs in FORTRAN and the Da[aEase
query language DQL.

The future of CLICOM was recently considered during a meeting of experts held in
Washington D.C. August 7994, to discuss the long-term evolution of climate database
managem_ent systems, and how WMO can facilitate the design and implementation
and coordination of an integrated climate data system. The rLcommendations related
to CLICOM were that the US CLICOM Project Office should continue its maintenance
of the CLICOM 3.0 softrarare, and should add the enhancements that were proposed at
the second CLICOM experts meeting in May 1992 (WMO,l99Z). However the meefing
recommended no further development beyond this enhanced version 3.1 at this
stage.

1.3 Brief Summary of Use of CLICOM in the Region

Table 2 gives a brief surunary of the current situation with respect to CLICOM in the
region. Several of the countries are members of WMO and have obtained CLICOM
systems a1{ lulPc-t assigtance through WMO's Voluntary Cooperation Programme,
through which WMO s encourages and coordinates meteorological donationi of
larger members. The Solomon Islands Government purchased its system itself. papua
New Guinea, Solomon Is, Vanuatu and Fiji have had systems for some time, and
have. built !P a good deal of experience, but none has their CLICOM operations in a
totally satisfactory state yet.

The remaining countries, which are generally smaller, have had their CLICOM
systems for a shorter time and are further from being operational. Most were donated
by Australia, some under the COMCIAM progtummE. The study does not deal with
the French or US Flag_territories of the Pacific as they have climite data processing
systems provided by France or the United States respectively. Similarly,iokelau'j
climate data needs are serviced by New Zealand.
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It is important to'recognise that,CLICOM is not a simple, single piece of software that can
be loaded into PC and run without further complication-it is a concept, a package of
methodology, software, and hardrvare designed to serve the complex needs of national
climate data processing and archiving. A good knowledge of the practices of climate
measurement and manual data record keeping are still essential, but to this must be added a
good knowledge'of'computer systems, and computer data base management, including such
things as file management, security, backing-up, etc.

Unfortunately, too often items of hardware and software have been gifted to countries
without recognition of the need to simultaneously build the knowledge and experience
needed to properly run the system. Section 2 give full details of the history and state of
each country's operations, while Section 3 gives an overall regional summary.

Table 2: Regional Summary of CLICOM Systems in South Pacific Islands

Country Installed Supplied by System Status

Papua New Guinea

Solomon Islands

Vanuatu

FUi

Kiribati

Tuvalu

Tonga

Western Samoa

Cook Islands

Niue

Oct. 1993

Nov. l99l

Oct. 1988

Sep. 1988

Jun. 1994

Jun. 1994

Jun. 1994

l99l

Jun. 1994

Oct. 1994

wMo/vcP

S.I. Govt

WMOi VCP

WMO/VCP

Ausrralia

Australia

Australia

Australia

Australia

Australia

3-PC

3-PC

3-PC

3-PC

l-Pc

I-PC

I-PC

I-PC

l-Pc

1-PC

Semi-ope rational

Operational

Semi-operational

Semi-operarional

Just started

Just started

Just started

Just started

Just started

Not started

1.4 Project Origin and Objectives

The project was initiated by the South Pacific Regional Environment Programme (SPREP)
as a project proposal drafted in early L994, SPREP recognised that climate data had a key
role to play in the national development of its members as well as in global, regional, and
local environmental issues, and was aware that the present capacity of its island members to
effectively deal with their climate data was very limited.

SPREP has recently concluded a Working Arrangement with the World Meteorological
Organisation (WMO) to provide a framework for its regional coordinating role in respect to
climate activities, and to ensure close coordination with existing international
meteorological programmes and activities. To facilitate regional cooperation, it has
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organised meetings of regional Meteorological Service Directors, in Port Vila, 19-21
October, 1993, and in Nadi, 3-5 October,7994.

In the AIDAB-funded study of climate monitoring needs in 1991 (Brook et al, 1991,
The Changing Climate in Paradise), climate data processing and CLICOM were
identified as an important area needing development, and several projects relating to
these were defined. Subsequently, the matter was discussed at the First SPREP
Meeting of Regional Meteorological Service Directors at Port Vila (SPREP, 1994.) The
meeting noted that the introduction of CLICOM, while holding promise for
computer-based data handing, had been done on an ad hoc basis, and that this had led
to confusion as to which organisations were committed to or responsible for its
development in their countries. A clearly inadequate level of technical support was
evidenced by the poor progress in developing properly functioning CLICOM systems
in the region.

One of the present authors (Dr Basher) drafted the meteorological recommendations
of the Paradise report and at the Port Vila meeting proposed some strategies for
regional cooperation in climate services through which countries might more quickly
and efficiently develop their climate services. Regional cooperation is particular
appropriate to the development of CLICOM, owing to the specialised knowledge
involved and the need for accessible trouble-shooting advice. The Port Vila megting
made the following recommendation: "Encourage implementation of CLICOM
system throughout the region and improve its efficienry by regular exchange of
development reports."

At SPREP's request, NIWA developed a project definition in March and April L994
for SPREP's consideration. After its acceptance, the New Zealand Government agreed
to fund the project. The proposed project had a staged approach: determining the
current situation with respect to CLICOM in each country, defining what should be
present, identifying the gips between these fwo, and ptouiding roi"t" guid.ance on the
form of a progranune to reduce the gaps.

Greatest priority was put on obtaining accurate information about the state of the
hardware, softwarg operations and staff training, and on using this information to
provide recommendations on what needed to be done for each country. A very
considerable detailed inventory of each country is presented in this study. Less
priority qas put on defining a regional plan of action in response to this, partty
because of time constraints and partly because there is still a need to digest and
integrate the information presented.

L.5 Country Missions

The missions to countries were carried out by CLICOM expert Mr Ereckson. A period
of five weeks (30 working days) was initially budgeted, but the final period was longer
because of air schedule constraints and changes, aircraft delays, and repeated requests
to assist with CLICOM problems en route. Nine countries were visited from 18th
August to 25th September 1994. A summary of the itinerary and work schedule is
given in Annex 1.. Niue (the 1Oth country), had to be exduded owing to a lack of
suitable air connections and the lack of a CLICOM system. The mission schedule was
very punishing. Of the total of 39 days, only 3 were rest days, Two days were spent on
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re-arranging the itinerary, owing 
-to 

cancelled or re-scheduled flights (including
having to fly to Auckland to get from Western Samoa to the Coo-k Islands), 

"t 
d z

were spent on an extension of work in one country.

A wide-ranging questionnaire sheet was prepared as a basis for interviews with the
heads of each Meteorological Service, to ianvas their views on broader issues such as
the trends in the use of climate data in their country and the desirability of regional
collaboration amongst Pacific Island Meteorologicai Services in climate matters. A
c.oPy of the questionnaire is givel in Annex 3. ihis survey was not a required part of
the project a1d has not been analysed in detail yet, but the views e*ptess-ed have been
incorporated in the report where appropriate.

To ensure that all the technical information required for the inventory was
systematically obtained, a set of detailed query forms were prepared in advance of the
missions. Copies of the blank forms are presented in Annex 5. These cover such
things as hardware and software details, local support facilities, staff and their
training, data resources, network numbers, etc. In many cases the data sought were
not readily available and could not be accurately estimated. A set of forms was filled
out by hand for each country during the mission. In addition, a form was prepared to
enable the calculation of the volumes of historical data and currently colleited dut"
(Annex {) The Present report contains summary information from the forms, and
copies of all the originals are deposited with SpREp.

Q1e_p_art of the query forms (section 5 and 6) sought information on the use of
CLICOM features and facilities and CLICOM products and apptications. The aim was
to obtain users views and experie.nce on the usage, benefits, and problems in using
these, and to get a clear picture of whether users thought CLICOM *us in fact liviig
up to their expectations and needs. Very little informldon was obtained from this
section as few of the countries had reached this stage of operation and there was
relatively limited use of CLICOM's capabilities. Tliere wis general satisfaction with
the performance of the most familiar features of data-entry,?ata-verify, and data
loading systems. One concern was the inability to comprt" trotmals irom monthly
values, which are readily available and can be ciuickly entered (CLICOM uses daily
data, which comprise a much greater volume of data to be entered.) Most sites hid
tried out the CLICOM V3 graphics, and comments noted the slow processing and
c.onloYils speed, the rough and distorted outlines of the small isLnd coun-tries, and
the inability to map over the date-line (which Fiji spans, for example).

In most locations,_the_meteorological staff were hoping that Mr Ereckson would be
able to get their CLICOM-systems operating or otherwi-se solve CLICOM problems.
Such assistance was not allowed for in the iontracted project, but Mr Ereikson r'as
often able to give some help, either in the evenings of weekends, or as a result of
extra time allowed b_y the revised air schedule or ipecifically approved by SpREp. In
some cases he was able to re-establish the CLICOM to workinf brder and provide
training to allow staff to continue with data entry and other ioutine opuritions. These
contributions underline the importance of roving on-site support visiti by CLICOM
experts.
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2. COUNTRY SUMMARIES

The following set of ten detailed country summaries are presented in a standard
format under the following headings.

Mission details
Supply .and installation
Hardware
Software
Technical Faults/Problems
Operations
Observation network and data volumes
Training :

General summary
Development requirements

This format follows the standard query sheet (Annex 5) approach that was used
during the mission to capture the detailed information required for the inventory;
which is the key part of the project.

A summary of the countries' networks and data base sizes is grven in Table 3, in
Section 3.2. The development requirements of the countries have been included
with the section on each countr/, rather than being separated from the relevant
information about the country. However, a comparative summary and regional
overview of what is needed is given in Table 4, also in Section 3.2.

It can be noted that, as an extension of the project, a preliminary report on the project
w_as specially prepared for the Second SPREP Directors of Meteorological Services 

'

Meeting, at Nadi, 3-5 October 7994. Mr Ereckson participated in the meeting and
presented the report
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2.1 Papua New Guinea

Mission details: Discussions were held in Port Moresby,1,9-21August 1994, with Mr
Paul Penua (Acting Director, Papua New Guinea Natibnal WeathEr Service), Mr Ken
9-1.o (Deputy Director), Mr Kevin Luana (Acting Director Research and.
Climatology), and Mr vele Kula (Meteororogical bfficer, cLICoM).

S-upyly_ and installation:The CLICOM system was supplied through the WMO under
ll"Jcl, "*lI 1992. WMO funded the installation, and on-site tralning was done t8-
29 October 1'993 by WMO CLICOM expert, Mr Tan Lee Seng. The delay"of some 20
months from delivery to installation *as due to the need io wait for completion of a
new PurPosebuilt building to house the CLICOM system, the climate sectlion, and the
agrc.meteorology section.

Hatdutare.'This comprises a fuil 3-PC CLICOM system of a 486DX-33/130M8 HD as
server; and two 3865X-25/80M8 HD as data entry pC's (to be networked using pC_
LAN). Other hardware included an optical disk drive (WORM We,800MB s"torage) as
the archive device, an FIP Laserlet III printer, and a uninterruptible power suppli
(uPS). The Climate section also has mb ontt 48dDX-33 and inc DASHER 3b5. i

Softutare: DOS V5.0, CLICOM 3.0 and associated software, but not pC-LAN (see
below). FORTRAN V5.1 available but not yet installed. Other software in the Climate
section includes LOTUS 123, Multiplan, and W?51. I

T e chnical F aultsl Problems :
' One of the 386SX reader PCs had hard-disk failure at time of installation. This

80MB HD w.a1 replaced by a 200M8 HD funded locally by the Wearher Service.o The Hard-Disk on the 485DX Server PC failed one week-after installation and
could not be fixed locally, no parts. Not fixed yet, 10 months after installation
time. WMO apparently advised November 93j nature of follow up action
unclear (Note that the hardware warranty may have expired due io the delay in
installation.)

r The.LAN equipment (cables, MUX boards, PC-LAN software & manual), wgre
not in the original supply and have still not been received. The nature of follow-
up action waJuncleai.' ' - -l--- "

o No manuals were supplied for the DOS V5.
' SoTe system software had earlier been corrupted by viruses, but is now reported

as clean.
o There is a serious fault in the CLICOM software which causes the system to crash

Td_t9*_lP_!very time on exit from DataEase. This apparently happens on both
the 386SX PC's.

Qperctions.'The qu!.gM operations are run by Mr Vele Kula, with trvo other officers,
all full time. The facilities aie in an excellent environment in a new purpose-built
building. Stricter security and access control are now in force since the virus attack
was detected. Some data has been entered in the 10 months since installatior,, U,ii not
much. There is backup of the current data entry files; but no backup of the DataEase-
database files yet. Ig ul..huing of data has been done because the optical disk drive
cannot be used as it is driven by the unserviceable 486DX pq and afo t;.;;;" i6"* i,not enough data se! uP yet and ready for archiving. In previous years, data was
archived in Multiplan spreadsheets and storea oriaist, but now the Multiplan
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software has been lost and there is a problem in reading the Multiplan forrnats when
trying to access the data to import it to cLICoM.

Data oolumes and obsentation network: About 0.8M8 data has been entered, which
is small compared to the available back data of 720MB, and an annual increase of
32.5M8. The monitoring network comprises:

Daily climate observations at 12 stations. i

Daily rain only, at 150 stations.
Three'hourly synoptic weather reports at 33 stations.
Hourly reports- at i2 stations.
Upper air radiosonde and wind at 1 station.

Training: The main relevant training has been as follows.
Mr Vele Kula: Computer course on programming using COBOL, 8-weeks, 1986, in
Wellington NZ; CLICOM and Statistics course, IJniversity of Reading, IJK, l0-weeks
1991 (the benefits of this not well exploited as the CLICOM system was not installed
until October 7993); CLICOM V3.0 training seminar, Manila, l-week, August 1993.
Ms ]ustina Kameata (part time tutor at Lfniversity of Papua New Guinea before
joining NWS two years ago): CLICOM training, Bureau of Meteorology, Melbourne,
3-weeks, 7 /1993. Currently undertaking some post/graduate training (in
meteorology?) in Melbourne. Mr Puana Wavuri (T/O): Basic CLICOM training,
Bureau of Meteorology, Melbourne, 3-weeks, june 7994.

CLICOM training for at least six other people is yet to be given. Additional advanced
training is also wanted.

General sutntnary: The system has not been properly operational almost since
installation. An on-site support visit is badly needed. Mr Tan Lee Seng in his mission
report to WMO recommended a follow-up visit. The Weather Service has requested
WMO to assist with this. We understand from later advice that a visit from Mr Tan
Lee Seng had been approved and would take place soon, and that a new 485 computer
is about to be purchased to repl4ce the failed machine. Weather Service staff had
hoped Mr Ereckson would have lbeen able to give some training and do fault fixes
during the mission but the visit timetable did not allow for this. A considerable
amount of time was required to obtain necessary detailed inventory information such
as the observing network composition, start/end dates, what data is available, what is
entered into CLICOM, hardware and software details, and technical problem status.

Deuelopment requiretnents: Papua New Guinea is well organised to obtain required
additional equipment through ekisting means, and little if any additional hardware
or sofrware is needed at this stage. The Weather Service has submitted a case for local
funding for the purchase of addiltional equipment to expand their CLICOM, (at least L

server PC, and 3 reader PC's plus the sofrr,vare, etc), and approval is expected soon;
There is also a 1.8 miilion Kina fund available ex WMO/LJNDP for a 3-year
development plan for agrometeorology, clirnate services and CLICOM. This will
provide for the hire of an expert climatologist among other things. They will use the
data sets from the CLICOM, and expect to start the project in ]anuary 1995.

The principal development assistance needs are for
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o

On-site suppoft and training vislts, -, ., ; ! .. . , :, , ,,..r , ..
Training y $* practices of database slanagement and data archiving
Training in the r+se of FORTR.AItr arid patarase to r+rrite product and-applica'tion
Programso P'rovision of back data held in cnmputs records;in Austielia, and ttrre
developmer,rt sf cu$tom softtnare fo enable their irnport tis CLICOM. : . .o Assistance to aacesu Multiplan data, and provide e co,u.puter proee,dure to fix
problems with this access.

As with other countsies, the developnent of software for-the routine prod.uction of a l

rnonthly clirnate bulletin would be desirable.

I
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2,2 Solomon Islands

Mission d.etails: Discussions were held in Honiara, 22 Augus t 1gg4, with Mr Festus
Ahikau (Principal Meteorological Officer, Climatology), and Mr Douglas Yee (Met.
Officer, Climatology). The Director of the Solomon Islands Meteorological Service, Mr
Mike Ariki, was absent from the country, but had discussed the project with Mr
Ereckson by phone beforehand and had briefed his staff.

Supply anil installation: The system was purchased by the Solomon Islands
Government. in October 1,991,. WMO funded installation and on-site training was
done over a week in November 1991 by Mr Tan Lee Seng.

Hardware.' A full3-PC CLICOM was obtained, consisting of an IBM 55SX/80M8 HD as

the server, two IBM PS2-30(286) machines with 30MB HD for the data entry PC's, all
networked together by PC-LAIII, an IBM 3510 optical disk drive with re-writable
128M8 cartridges for the archive device, diskette drives, printer, plotter, UPS. A
3865X/720M8 HD was obtained in 7993; and a 486DX-33 /1Z7MB HD in 1994; both
under local funding. Other PC's in the Climate section are; a COMPAQ 386SX LTF
provided under a COMCIAM project in about 1991.

Software: Software is all satisfactory. DOS V5 and CLICOM V3.0 now being used.

Technical FaultslProblems: The 3 original processors have had no problems, except
for occasional 3.5" diskette drive troubles. The IBM 3510 optical disk drive has read
errors at times. The disk heads have been cleaned a few times now (the disk problems
may be largely due to the dusty environment.) There was a need for an adaptor to
connect the optical disk drive to the 486 PC, but at the time of writing we have been
advised that this has now been provided through the AlDAB-supported Pacific
Meteorological Services (PMS) project.

Operutions.' The system is run by Festus Ahikau (part-time amongst his other duties),
with 2 other officers, Douglas Yee and Lloyd Tahani, almost full-time. Operations in
general are working well. The new 486DX-33 PC now replaces the IBM 55SX as the
main CLICOM processor; and now supports the CLICOM V3.0 as a stand-alone
operation. The two IBM PS2-30 PC's originally used as readers on the network have
been assigned to other sections of the Service.

The use of the PC-LAN network has been discontinued owing to problems in
sustaining its use without problems. It has been found more convenient to enter data
either directly on the 486 or to enter data on one of the other PC's and then rransfer to
the 486 by use of diskette. A second optical disk drive is being sought. This must pe
able to read the existing carhidges from the Model 3510.

Data aolumes and obserantion netutork: About 21.3M8 of data has been entered,
compared to the available back data of 100MB, and an annual increase of 7.2M8. The
monitoring network comprises:

Daily climate observations at 8 stations.
Daily rain only, at 40 stations.
Three-hourly synoptic weather reports at 7 stations.
Hourly reports at 1 station.
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Upper air r4diosonde and wind at 1 station.
.i'

Train.ing:_Mr Festus Ahikau, (PMO (C)): CLICOM & Statistics cour$e, University of
Reading, uK, l2-weeks, 1,990. workshop on data management, AIDAB, Melbourne,
September 1991'. Climate Impact on Coastal Zones, courie under COMCIAM,
Townsville, 3-weeks February 1992, CLICOM training, Bureau of Met. Melbourne. 3-
weeks, |une 1994.
Mr Douglas Yee. (SMO (C)): CLICOM & Statistics course, University of Reading, UK.
l,2-weeks, 1991..Installation of CLICOM V2.1 on-site rraining, S-days, NovembJr lgg1,.
Workshop 9n lomputerised Data Processing, (mainly NWp), Bangkok, 2-weeks,
October 7992. CLICOM 3.0 training seminar, Manila, i-week, Auguit 1993. COMCIAM
workshop on Database Development (GIS mainly), Colombo, l-*eek, October 1993.
FellowshiP, Australian National University, Canberra. (follow up to the COMCIAM
workshop), 3-months, Feb-May 799a.

Y_t !!y9 Tahani: Installation of CLICOM 2.1 on-site training, S-days, November't991.
CLICOM training. Bureau of Met. Melbourne. 3-weeks, July lgg}. CLICOM & Statistics
course/ University of Reading, IJI(. 10-weeks, 1994.

An on-site training and development mission was undertaken by Bruce Ereckson,
over five weeks, April-May 1.992, funded under the New Zealand development co-
operation programme in the Solomon Islands. A detailed mission report was
prepared (Ereckson, 1992). Mr Ereckson has continued to maintain an interest in the
Solomon Islands CLICOM operations and has provided voluntary help by means of
f1x.a1d corresP_ondence, including the provision of programs to enabie the import of
digitised data. Regarding additional training, Meteorological Service staff have noted
that they need people who understand statistics and computer programming.

General suffitnary; In November '1,997, Tan Lee S"^g had to cope with a number of
problems "ausedhainly by incorrect supply of the s.-ofr*are, ,o*" items not supplied,
some supplied to operate under the operating system O92 instead of DOS, andsome
with the incorrect version. While awaiting resupply of the correct software he was
able to go to Vanuatu for a 2-week support visil.-On his return to Honiara some of the
software had still not arrived, but he was able to use copies from the Vanuatu
CLICO_M and so got the system fully up on these. However operational problems soon
arose. His mission report suggested that a follow up visit would be desirible.

Following a-brief visit by Dr Basher in late 7990, the Meteorological Service asked for
hglp frgm New Zealand, which eventually resulbed in Mr Ereclson's '1,992 support
visit This visit.provided training and problem solving that was most definitely
needed at the d*9. Progress has been good in the twolnd a half years since then,
Partly reflecting the amount of training received at various couries, (much more than
other Pacific sites), the on-site help by visiting experts, and the excellent support given
by the directorate. The mission's one day wal barely enough to do the invenioty itra
system review. The Questionnaire for Directors was left wlth a covering letter for Mr
Ariki, who later faxed us his response.

Development requirements: No additional hardware or software is needed for the
present operation. Sufficient equipment is in hand to see the system through the next
two years, after which 3 lew processor to replace the 386SX may be needed.-A new
optical disk drive (e.g. IBM3511) may be woithwhile, as a backup to the existing drive.
As with other countries, the development of software for the routine production of a
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monthly climate bulletin would be desirable. It would be useful and beneficial if at
least one officer (e.9. Mr Yee) was given programming training using FORTRAN and
DataEase. An on-site support visit should be considered for late 1995.
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2.3 Vanuatu

Mission details: Discussions were held in Port Vila, 23-25 August 1994, with Mr
F-.*ITaiki(Director,VanuatuMeteorologicalService),MrsMercyNa1awas(Sen.
Met. Officer (C)), Miss Patricia Mawa (Asst. Met. Officer (C)), and Mr Wilson Tari Vuti
(Principal Forecaster).

Supply and installation: The system was supplied through the WMO under the VCp,
in October 1988. Installation and on-site training was done over a two week period in
October 1988, by WMO CLICOM expert, Mr Ian-Dale, of the University of Reiding,
UK.

Hardutarc; A full 3-PC CLICOM system was supplied, with an IBM PS/2-60/ MMB HD
as the server, and two IBM PS/2-gb (no HD) as ihe data entry pC's. These were
networked using the Token Ring PC-LAN. Other equipment includes an IBM 3363
Optical clisk drive with 200M8 WORM type cartridge is the archive device, diskette
drives, printer, and UPS. Other PC's in the Climate iection are a SONICA BBg0 486 /
240M8 HD, which was locally funded.

Softutare: DOS V5.0 is used, but with DOS V3.3 on the data-entry Model30's. CLICOM
V2'1 and associated software including the original DataEase V2.53 supplied are still
installed on the IBM PS/2-60 PC with CLICOM V2.1 data entry sysremon the Model-
30 diskettes. CLICOM V3.0 and associated software, but using baiaEase Y4.2, is
installed on the new 485 PC. No manual was available for DataEase. Other software .

includes LOruS 123, Harvard Graphics, XTTeeGOLD, and Windows 3.1. These are on
the new 486 PC. Staff thought that a FORTRAN V4.0 was provided some years ago,
but Mr Ereckson could not locate it. (In any case, this version is not very suitable-for
use with cLIcoM V3).

Technical FaultslProblems: Both of the IBN{ 8512 display screens for the Model-30
PC's have a faulty display (a white background and horizontal lines). The local
computer firm advises that the fault cannot be fixed. These PC's have not been
useable since early 1994. The Model-60 PC has given little trouble except that
sometimes at start-uP ll error occurs, necessitating a re-boot. The IBM$53 optical
disk drive (on the lvfodel-60) gets little use, only a6out once per year; and the last time
was about March 1'993. Mr Ereckson used it to examine some disk carrridges and it
operated well.

Operationsr The system is run by Mrs Mercy Nalawas part-time amongst other duties,
and with 2 other officers, part-time. The CLICOM is sited in the main office of the
climate section, which is a rather dusty environment in spite of air-conditioning. The
security of the system is reasonably acceptable but the builiing is old and probabiy not
very secure in a cyclone. A local computer firm can do some iepairs to pis and s'ome
can also be done by_thelvfgteorologicll Technical Officer. Operitional problems were
{eal-t _*jth !y fax to Ian Dale, UK, 1988 to 1997, and now if nlcessary to Tan Lee Seng in
the Malaysian Meteorological Service. The only documentation seems to be a set of
instructions detailing procedures for data e_ntry, loading to DataEase, and archiving.
These were developed in.1991by Tan Lee Seng while on a support visit. Staff adviiea
that the system- and data is backed up by copiei onto 3.5" diskit'tes, and described the
data entry, backup, and archiving pioc6dur-es to Mr Ereckson. These may require
review on-site and documenting.
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It appears that the CLICOM data are not being used operationally. Requests and
enquiries are currently processed as paper summary listings or on diskette from the
monthly data and summaries held in the LOTUS 123 data system. No CLICOM
Plod1cts are produced, apart from demonstration purposes. Data are not exported to
LOruS and are not used to produce other applications. Staff reported that they felt
unqualified to develop or apply data applications.

The two different CLICOM versions complicate the system. CLICOM V2.1 is still on
the original Model-60, with data-entry not able to be done on the data-entry PC's due
to the failed screens. However, if the network is not loaded the data-entry can be done
on the main Processor. This system is now virtually not operational. CLICOM V3.0 is
installed on the SONICA 486 PC, as a stand-alone system, along with all the other
software the Service has. Currently this is mainly a trial systerrand cannot be classed
as fully operational. No data-entry was being done at the time of the mission. It is not
known whether the IBM3363 optical disk on the Model-60 could be interfaced to this
486. This needs to be checked out.

Data aolumes and obsentation netutork: About 21MB of data has been entered,
compared to the available back data of 200M8, and an annual insrease of 7.ZMB.. Many
of the years have incomplete data sets. Only about 1.5 years of data are held in
DataEase format and archived to directories on the optical disk and also filed on
diskette. The rest are held only in ASCII format in directories on the optical disk and
also on diskettes. The monitoring network comprises:

Daily climate observations at 7 stations.
Daily rain only, at 48 stations,
Three-hourly synoptic weather reports at 5 stations.
Hourly reports'at i station.
Upper air radiosonde and wind at 1 station.

Training: Mrs Mercy Nalawas, (Sen. Met. Officer (C)): Attended a Pacific Islands
Advanced course (Met. Tech), wellington, New zearand,3-months, 1984 (no
computer training). Attended a course on FOX-PRO database in association with
r.,IS, 1.-month, Brisbane, 1991. (not closely relevant to CLICoM needs). CLICOM
installation and on-site training, 10-days Oct. 1988. CLICOM support visit and training
by Tan Lee Seng lO-days approx. Nov. 1,99t.
Miss Patricia Mawe, (Met. Obs. (C)): CLICOM training, Melbourne,3-weeks, june 1994.
No prior computer experience.
Mr Fabrice Coulea, (Met. Obs). Started employment in luly 7994. No prior computer
experience.
Mr Allan Kaltapau, (Met. Obs. (C)): Met. Observer who moved to climatology.
Attended some of the on-site CLICOM training 11/199I.
A French National Service officer, M. Thery Llurent, works part-time in the Climate
Section and has offered his assistance with CLICOM.

Mrs Nalawas, when commenting on additional training needed, felt that CLICOM
was not easy to follow and that it would be highly desirable to have someone visit
every few months to luppgrt staff, look into problems, and work with staff by giving
personal training on the job in practical aspects of CLICOM. There is also a desire foi
training in FORTITAN and DataEase.
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General sunttnary; The system suffered right from the outset, having being badly
supplied, with equipment sourced from Rome, instructions and manuals in Italian,
and some items missing. Over the tfuge years following installation in October L988,
considerable committed efforts were made by several people to overcome many
problems and difficulties experienced, but progress has been limited by inexperience
and lack of training in computers and data processing. The only support was by fax
and letter from the University of Reading, UK. Three years elapsed before an on-site
support visit took place, in November 1991. TraininS; and practical instruction have
been inadequate.

Mr Ereckson visited the site for a day and a half in April "lgg2,while en route
to Honiara. He was able to fix some problems then, but others remained, and'in his
mission report in |une 7992 he recommended further help and on-site visits. These
have never occurred.

The difficulties have been compounded by losses of CLICOM experienced officers, and
staff shortages and low morale associated with a six months strike by Government
workers. It appears that no climate or CLICOM work has been done for some time.
The last data enhy to CLICOM was for October 1993 data, and the archiving of data has
been discontinued. The staff were very helpful and spent considerable time in
looking for in-formation on hardware, software, data resources and observing
network needed for the inventory and review.

Among the procedures that could be improved, one we specially recommend is a
change to the current practice whereby daily data are entered into the LOruS system
to produce monthly values and are then deleted (without being imported to
CLICOM.) Instead, the daiiy data should be first entered to CLICOM, where they can be
retained for permanent keeping. They can be then exported from CLICOM to LOTUS
to enable the current LOTUS-based summaries to be continued.

Deuelopment requirements: The whole system, including equipment, software, data
management and control, training, etc, needs to be carefully reviewed, and
prrcedures put in place to ensure its effective operation.

The Vanuatu Meteorological Service has plans to obtain some new PC's shortly, for
use in their communications system and this will enable the release of two 486 PC's
to the Climate secticn to replace the Model-60 and the Model-3O's. This will then
provide three 486's plus the Model-60 (which is still a useful machine and could be
used for data entry.)

There is no real need to network the PCs for CLICOM V3.0, as there is not a great
volume of data and diskette transfer of entered data is more trouble free. The latest
WMO recommendations specify LANtastic for the network system instead of the now
out-of-date PC-LAN system, Although we have no experience with LANtastic, we
believe that networking is not necessary for the small CLICOM operations of the
Pacific Islands.

There is a need to get the IBM3363 optical disk interfaced to one of the 486 PC's, or
!t"g_ this to obtain a_lew optical disk drive. An optical disk drive, re-writable type,
1'27MB, with COREL-SCSI software, and compatible with SC$ devices, would be 

-
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suitable as an archive device. This is the drive now recommended in the latest
CLICOM technical specifications.

Provision of a new copy of DataEase, version 4.5.3 complete with manuals is needed.
MS-FORTRAN V5.1 and manuals will be needed if a staff member is trained to
become proficient in FORTRAN programming.

There are strong needs for training for all staff involved with the CLICOM system.
Most could benefit from a CLICOM course, even the basic three-week one in
Melbourne would be useful. One or two selected staff should attend a more advanced
course such as the CLICOM and statistics course at the University of Reading, UK.
Training in programming and DataEase would be desirable.

Regular on-site support and training visits will be essential. As with other countries,
the development of software for the routine production of a monthly climate bulletin
would be desirable.

There is a need to obtain copies of historical data archived in AustraliE along with
the software to import these data sets into CLICOM. Some of this back data is already
in Vanuatu, but it is not clear what this consists of. Software developed by Mr
Ereckson for Solomon Islands data import may.be applicable here.

T
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2.4 Fiii

Mission details: Discussions were held at Nadi Airport, 26 August and 5 September
L994, with Mr Rajendra Prasad (Director, Fiji Meteorological Service), Mrs Sudha

laduram (Deputy Director), Mr Kafoa Mani (Chief Tech. Officer, Climatology), and Ms
)anita Pahalad (Sen. Scientific Officer, Climatology). A flight cancellation meant that a
considerable part of the time in Nadi had to be spent arranging a new itinerary.

S-upply anil installation: The CLICOM system was supplied through the WMO under
the VCP, and installation and on-site training was done over a two week period in
September L988 by WMO CLICOM expert, Mr Ian Dale, University of Reading, UK.

Hardutare: A full 3-PC CLICOM system was supplied, comprising an IBM pS/z-
50/60ir'{H_ HD as the server; and two IBM PS/2-30 (no HD) as the data entry PC's. These
were networked using the Token Ring PC-LAN. An IBM 3353 Optical disk drive,
WORM t)rPe,200MB cartridge, was supplied as the archive device, along with diskette
drives, printer, and IJPS. An EXEL/ETC 486-33/2S0MB HD was obtained in 1994 under
local purchase and funding.

Softutare: DOS V5 is used, but with DOS V3.3 on the data-enhy PC's. CLICOM V3.0
and associated software, using DataEase 4.2 (no manuals) are available. The DataEase
V2.53 from the original CLtrCOM supply is present. COSORT V4.2 is present but
without a rnanual, plus INSTAT (version unknown) and manual. An early version
of LOTUS 123 (V2.2) is present but without a proper manual. The supply of some new
software (DataEase 4.+; MSDaS 6.2; WP5.1; Quattro-Pro) is believed io U-e under action
with the support of the AIDAB PMS project.

A-custom-designed BASIC program is routinely used to produce a timely monthly
climate summary with water balance calculations. This stand-alone application
requires separate data entry at least weekly, and is not integrated with the CLICOM
system.

Technical FaultslProblems: There have been few faults with hardware. The Model-60
3.r'"' diskette drive.h"d J9 be replaced, and there were some faults in the screen display
on one Model-30 (fixed locally.) The IBM Proprinter II has given some minor faulis. 
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The PC-LAN Vl.2 network never worked after the implementation of DOS V5 in
1992.

Operations; For almost all of its six-year life, the system has not been in a proper state
of operation,_despite considerable efforts by various staff. However, the syitem is now
being re-established and brought into operation by Ms Pahalad as part of her duties in
the Climalolggy Division. There is also a part-time data-entry opeiator who has had
some CLICOM training, and- another 1 or 2 staff can do data-entiy. The equipment is
in an air conditioned room, but dust from the nearby main road tan be a prbblem.
Security is satisfactory. The office is locked at nights, a password system isln
operation, &nd strict controls are in place for the use of diskettes tb combat virus
Problems. Ms Pahalad has produced a very useful CLICOM Simplified User Manual.
This is a commendable initiative to simplify and clarify instructions of the official
CLICOM Manual.
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There have been delays in the re.d.evelopment of the CLICOM system, and there were
virus problems on the new 486-33 PC. The 486-33 PC now supports the main CLICOM
system, V3.0, as a standalone system. The use of the original system, IBM-60
networked to two IBM-30's has been discontinued, but the IBM-60 is still available
and the Model-30's are being used for production of the routine monthly summary
system and for Met. Observer training elsewhere in the Service.

There is no archive device for the 486-33, apart from the use of the diskette drive.
Unfortunately it was necessary to declare the six-year old IBM-60, which contains the
IBM3363 optical disk archive device, as surplus in order to obtain the new 486
machine. This optical disk drive has had very little use. Efforts are being made by
local technical people to see if it can be removed and interfaced to the 486, but this
does not look promising. This problem illustrates the practical difficulties that can be
encountered when trying to simultaneously satisfy computer system technical needs
and local financial constraints and administrative procedures.

Very little new data has been entered over the six years life of the system. There has
been no data-entry to CLICOM for some months now, but this is expected to start
again soon. No archiving has been done for years. The DOS backup is used to make
copies on diskettes. However, two large data sets have been created by importing
monthly and daily values from the original climate data processing system in the Fiji
Government Computer Centre. They consist of (i) 9200 records of monthly values for
various elements/stations, from the start of records to 1989 with most stalions now
updated through CLICOM data entry to 1993; and (ii) 77,000 monthly records of daily
values for various elements/stations for various periods and with a few stations
updated to 1993.

This latter d.ata-set was earlier cleared from online and a restore attempted from the
backup diskettes. Unfortunately one of the diskettes was corrupted and the restore
failed. There was no other backup. This underlines the importance of establishing
ProPer back-up procedures, and the need for at least two copies of backups and also an
archived set. Mr Ereckson is currently voluntarily assisting Fiji in the repair of this
data-set. All original supply diskettes for CLICOM and commercial software are
retained. Copies of some software and data files are kept in another office.

No summaries are produced through CLICOM itself. Fiji's operational monthly
climate summary ("Quick Climate System"), which is produced within a few days of
the end of the montlr., does not use CLICOM data. In fact the daily data from the 22
stations used in this summary do not get entered into CLICOM. The summary
contains water balance calculations and is a valuable product that has potential for
application in the other Pacific islands. It would be very desirable to re.design this
software to make if work as a CLICOM product.

Data aolumes and obseroation network: About 4.4MB of data has been entered
(mainly by importation from the previous archive at Suva), compared to the
available back data of over 570MB, and an annual increase of 1.8.4M8. The monitoring
neFwork comprises:

Daily climate observations at 52 stations.
Daily rain only at 81 stations (plus further 180 in separate Public Works

Department hydrological network.)
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Three-hourly synoptic weather reports at 17 stations.
Hourly reports at 2 stations.
Upper air radiosonde and wind at 1. station.

Training: Ms Janita Pahalad, (Sen. Scientific Officer, Climatology): Some

Programming in PASCAL, COBOL, and a little FORTRAN while attending Macquarie
Universit/, Sydney, 1987-1990. Training courses in Word Processing and Lotus 123 in
Fiji. Basic CLICOM training, Melbourne,3-weeks, july 1.993. CLICOM V3.0 training
seminar, Manil+ 1-weekr. Aug. 1,993.
Ms Varanisese, (Tech. Officer, Climatology): Training courses in Word processing and
Lotus 123 in Fiji. Basic CLICOM training, Melbourne,3-weeks, |une 7994.
Mr Kafoa Mani (Chief Tech. Officer, Climatology): Some CLICOM training on-site
during installation, 10/ 1988.

There have not been any on-site support and training visits since the installation
1988; except for Mr Ereckson's brief visits in December 199'l.,May 1992, and now
August/September 1994 (none of which were for training purposes.) Fiji staff
expressed a wish to have more extensive training that the simple levels received to
date. Training is desired on data management and archiving (including practical
work on forms design, import/export, archive, transfer of data to DataEase), use of
DataEase for reports, and programming for products and applications.

General sutn nary; Fiji suffered the same problems with poor supply of instructions
and manuals as reported above for Vanuatu. There were various problems with both
hardware and sofrlvare. The system operated in a small way over the first two years,
but without making a real contribution to improving the Service's climate data
services. There were no support visits and the only support was by fax or letter to the
CLICOM expert at Reading, UK. Staff had great difficulty developing and managing
the system on top of their other duties, and the system virtually died in early 1991
with the loss of key staff.

The system was reactivated again in late "1.997, but owing to lack of CLICOM expertise
and to changes made to core features of the software by the then system
a J.ministrator, proper operations could not be sustained. However, since late 1993 Ms
Pahalad has taken over control and although the CLICOM cannot yet be classed as
fulty operational, it is progressing well and can be expected to improve further and
reach proper operation in due course.

Deuelopment requirements: Fiji has the staff skills and local technical computer
support to successfully develop the CLICOM system. Flowever, the present position is
rather insecure and continuing support will be needed to bring the current iecovery
effort to satisfactory fruition.

A number of hardware improvements are needed. Fiji has one of the largest
observation network in the South Pacific and this warrants more than just a single PC
to support the CLICOM operation. We recommend an IBM compatible PC 45641
based Processor,4MB Ram, 200M8 HD, 1.44M8 3.5" diskette drive and 1.2M8 5.25"
diskette drive, serial & parallel ports, SVGA colour monitor. The problem of the
IBM3363 optrcal drive has been detailed under Operations above. lf the optical disk
drive cannot be interfaced to the 486-33 PC then it should be replaced with a new
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drive such as the re-writable type 128MB, with COREL-SC$ software, and compatible
with SCSI device now recommended in the latest CLICOM technical specifications.

Additional software complete with manuals is needed, i.e. DataEase, COSORT 4.4,
MS.FORTRAN V5.1.

Training and-support are the most important requirements for Fiji's CLICOM
operations. There are only two officers with training in CLICOM, and. this has been of
a v€ry limited nature. At least one staff member should undertake an in-depth
training course such as the University of Reading course, and another officer should
be given basic training in CLICOM. The supervisor of the climatological data
operations, Mr Mani, needs training in CLICOM to enable him to mlke use of the
system and to better integrate existing manual operations and services with the now
re-developing CLICOM operations. A programrne of regular on-site support and
training visits is required. Training in the use of DataEase and in FORTRAN is
needed.

Consideration need.s to be given to obtaining Fiji data archived in the NIWA
comPuter database in Wellington, and to the provision of software to facilitate its
import to CLICOM.

As noted earlier, we believe that it would be highly desirable for the production of the
liji monthly climate summary be reviewed and re-programmed to run under
CLICOM, and that this be done as a generalised program so that other Pacific CLICOM
sites could also make use of it. This project should be done on-site in Fiji and should
involve the participation of local CLICOM officers in the whole job from review,
through to the programming, as an on the job CLICOM training experience. Mr
Ereckson would be pleased to contribute to this project.
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2.5 Kiribati

Mission details: Discussions were held in Betio, Tarawa, on Z7-Z9August 1994, with
Mr Uarai Koneteti (Head of Kiribati Meteorological Service), Mr Tekena Teitiba
(Aerology Officer). Brief meetings were had wiih Mr Kirion Kabunateiti (Sen. Met.
Tech.) and Mr Morriti Tibiriano (Sen. Met. Tech.)

Discussions were also held with Miss Nikki Hill, Computer Information Office
Manager, Ministry of Education,/Science & Technology. She is doing a two year
volunteer service assignment, with a year and a half left, and proviies a first level of
rypport to call on for any computing problems in Kiribati Government departments.
She has leen giving some help to the Meteorological Service and is interested to
suPPort the CLICOM operations. Mr Ereckson briefed Miss Hill on CLICOM and the
Inventory and Review Project.

lupplV anil installat_igy: A single PC and standalone CLICOM was supplied by
Australia when Mr Kabunateiti attended a CLICOM training course ai'the Buieau of
Meteorology, Melbourne in June 1994.

Hardutare; This comprises a NEC APC fV-286 PC (640kb ftAM,40MB HD,360Kb and
1.44M8 diskette drives, NEC 1.4" EGA APC-4311 monitor), and an AMUST DT130, 9-
pin dot matrix printer. There is also available a COMPAQ LTE iB6/20, with a IlpS
AVR type, supplied under the COMCIAM project in 1991.

Software: DOS V5.0, CLICOM V3.0, and associated software (without network
s_o{1u_are) are Present. No CLICOM tutorials were provided. There are manuals for
COSORT V4.4 and DataEase V4.5 (version unknown). This software was thought to
have been supplied und.er the COMCIAM project. Other software includes Lotirs 123
and Virus Buster.

Technical EaultslProblems: During the mission visit on 29 August the computer,s
1'.44M8 A: drive was found to be unserviceable, with seek errorinessages. tf ihe NEC
PC-HD goes down they will not be able to re-start the machine. There Is r,o computer
rr '.intenance and repair facility in Kiribati. The supply of consumables can be a'
problem. fPParently !h_" diskettes supplied locally iri not very reliable, and there was
no fanfold paper available for the printer.

Operatiotts.. The system.is run part time by Mr Teitiba (Aerology officer). He is
assisted.by Mr Kabunatej_ti, also part-time. The PC is set up in lir air-conditioned.
room within the main office. The room is very small and also contains the COMpAe
PC. Security is considered to be acceptable, and the PCs are regularly checked for
viruses.

The CLICOM could run on the COMPAQ if necessary. The purposes for which the
COMPAQ was suPPlied-are not clear. A considerable amount oi sofrware was supplied
with it. It seems now to be used o.nly by Mr Teitiba for other tasks.

The system was started in |uly lgg4, with some attempts ar data-entry. some daily data
had been entered,.for.only the one station at present, Lsing a Data Etitry Form foi f t
Elements supplied.yitl the system. The station information system details are not
completed. Mr Teitiba had tried out the graphics facility ana had produced a time
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series plot of daily data. Data management procedures are limited. There is a lack of
knowledge about how to do backups, and most software is only on the original supply
diskettes.

Data oolumes and, obsentation nefttsork: Less than 0.1M8 of data has been entered,
compared to the available back data of 300M8, and an annual increase of 8.0M8. The
monitoring nerwork comprises:

Daily climate observations at 8 stations
Daily rain only, at2'1, stations.
Three-hourly (or six-hourly) synoptic weather reports at 8 stations.
Hourly reports at 1 station.
Upper air radiosonde and wind at 1 station.

Training: Mr Tekana Teitiba (Aerology Officer): Computer familiarisation course,
Tarawa, part-time over 3-months 1992. Basic CLICOM training. Bureau of Met.
Melbourne, 3-weeks, JuIy .7993.
Mr Kirion Kabunateiti (Sn. Met. Officer): Basic CLICOM training, Bureau of Met.
Melbourne, 3-weeks, |une 7994.

Staff expressed, the desire for longer courses of intensive training, ild also for on the
job training practical work with CLICOM.

General sutnmary.' Naturally progress has been very limited given the short period
the CLICOM has been available and the very basic levels of training. Staff are very
keen to get CLICOM fully operational and to become proficient with its use.

Part of the mission visit was spent with Mr Teitiba, answering queries, fixing some
problems on the system, and giving him some brief training on Forms design,
creating ASCtr format records, use of the Norton editor, backup and archiving.

Deaelopment requirements: On-site support and training visits are the most
immediately needed requirement. Another officer should be selected for the basic
CLICOM training, and consideration should be given to placing one staff member on
a more advanced course such as the CLICOM and statistics course at the University of
Reading, UK. Training in the use of DataEase would be useful, and the supply of
FORTRAN and training in FORTRAN programming, at a later stage, would be
worthwhile.

A standalone CLICOM will be sufficient for Kiribati. There is no need for a networked
system. The donated second-hand NEC 286PC is probably adequate to start with, but it
is old and already has an unserviceable A: drive. It may well break down further at
any time, and it is too slow for the new CLICOM V3.0. We therefore recommend the
provision of the following equipment (follows WMO technical recommendations).

o New IBM compatible PC 486 (D)G33 at least),8M8 RAM, 200M8 hard disk,
minimum,'['.44.is;4'B 3.5" diskette drive, 1.2M8 5.25" diskette drive. Serial &
parallel ports, SVGA colour monitor.

I
I
I
I
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2.6 Tuvalu

Mission details: Discussions were held in Funafuti,30 August - 3 September 1994,
with Ms Mapusaga Fuamatagi (Acting Director, Tuvalu Meteorological Service), and
in brief meetings with Mr Poni Faavae (Met. Tech), and Mr Melton Tauetia (Sn. Met.
Tech).

Supply and installation: A single PC stand-alone CLICOM was supplied by the
Australia upon request of Ms Mapusaga Fuamatagi when she attended a basic
CLICOM training course at the Bureau of Meteorology, Melbourne in fune 1994 (this
initiative also resulted in the supply of CLICOM to Kiribati.)

Hardware; Equipment comprises an NEC Powermate 286 PC (lMB RAM, 40MB HD,
360Kb and 1.44M8 diskette drives, and ELETE 14" VGA monitor), and a CPB 80EX 10"

9-pin dot matrix printer. There is another PC (a COMPAQ I.IF,386/20, with a UPS),
which was supplied under the COMCIAM project in 1991 and is used for
administration work.

Softatare: DOS V5.0, CLICOM V3.0, and associated software (without network
software) :ue present. There are manuals for COSORT V4.4 and DataEase V4.5
(version unknown). This sofrware was thought to have been supplied under the
COMCIAM project. Other software includes Lotus 123, Virus Buster, and Windows
3.0. The CLICOM tutorials and manual are available.

Technical FaultslProblems: During the mission visit, on 31 August, the NEC PC
would not boot up. On checking, it was found that changes and deletions had been
made to the system files. Mr Ereckson corrected the files and fixed the problem. Later,
on 2 September, the NEC PC's 1.44M8 diskette drive (A:) was found to be
unserviceable, and investigation showed that the fault had occurred the previous
night, possibly through the use of suspect disks. This highlights the inadequacy of
security of the facility, where the PC is accessible to all workers at the site. If the NEC's
hard disk goes down the machine will not be able to be re'started.

O'ryrations.' Ms Fuamatagi is the only officer with some CLICOM training, and the
CLICOM is really only operated on a trial basis by her, as and when her other duties
permit. A small amount of station information has been entered. The NEC PC is
installed in a large air conditioned room in the main Met. Office. The environment is
not ideal, as a lot of dust gets into the Office from the adjacent runway and roads, and
it is very close to the ocean on the other side.

As noted above, security is not very good. Combination locks are soon to be fitted to
the building. There are no virus checks, and no password system. Staff on shift duties
have access to the computer and use it for some of their duties, typing of forecasts,
and entry of some daily data into a spreadsheet for computation of end-of-month
summary values (a recent innovation). Copies of the CLICOM software are on
diskette, as the only back-up.

There are no computer repair facilities on Funafuti. The Bureau of Meteorology in
Melbourne is called on any CLICOM operation problem. There is a computer
Programmer (Mr Tiputa Samasoni) attached to the Office of the Prime Minister, but

t
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there has been little contact with him to date. A CLICOM V3,0 is also installed on the
COMPAQ PC in Ms Fuamatagfs Office, just as a trial.

Data volumes and obsentation network: No data has been entered, the available back
data of 155M8, and an annual increase of 4.4M8. The monitoring network comprises:

Daily climate observations at 4 stations
Daily rain only, at 5 stations.
Three-hourly (or six-hourly) synoptic weather reports at 4 stations.
Hourly reports at 1 station.
Upper air radiosonde and wind at L station.

Training: Ms Mapusaga Fuamatagi, (Acting Director): LOTUS 123 training course,
Funafuti, l-week, 1992. Basic CLICOM Training, Melbourne, 3-weeks, fune 'Lgg4.
Two other officers have PC experience:
Mr Poni Faavae. Did a training course on hydrology, Colorado USA ,7993 (at which he
was given MS-Works software registered to him-he uses this for entering daily
climate data.
Mr Melton Tauetia. Can use a PC, e.g. uses MS-Works to type out forecasts for display.

Ms Fuamatagi noted that her training has been insufficient, and that it is difficult to
use CLICOM without the basic haining and knowledge of PC use. More training is
needed for other staff also. I appears that there is a unit of the University of thd South
Pacific on Funafuti which may be able to provide computer courses from time to
time.

General sumtnary-.' Naturally progress has been very limited given the short period
the CLICOM has-been availa'bG (si"nce july 199a) and the rr"ryTi^ited training and
staff resources available. Staff are keen to get CLICOM operalional and to bec6me
proficient with its use.

Deuelopment requirements: Another h,r'o officers should be selected for the basic
CLICOM_training, and consideration should be given to placing one staff member on
a :rore advanced course such as the CLICOM and statistits couise at the University of
lgltlg, UK' Training in the use of DataEase would be useful, and the supply of '
FORTRAN and training in FORTRAN programming, at a later stage, wout-a be
worthwhile. On-site support and training visits are the most immediately needed
requirement.

A standalone CLICOM will be sufficient for Tuvalu, as there is no need for a
Try"$9d_system. The donated NEC 286 PC is probably adequate to start off with
CLICOM. Ffowever, it is old, the A: drive is already unierviceabl-, and it is too slow
for the new CLICOM V3.0. We therefore recommend the provision of the following
equipment (the same as described above for Kiribati.)

o New IBM compatible PC 486 (DX-33 at least), 8MB RAM, 200M8 hard disk,
minimum,'l'.44M8 3.5" diskette drive, 1.2M8 5.25 diskette drive. Serial &
parallel ports, SVGA colour monitor.
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2.7 Tonga

Mission details: Discussions were held in Nuku'alof.a,6 - 8 September 1994, with Mr
Paea Havea, (Director, Tonga Meteorological Service), arrd Ms-Selu 'Ilolahia, (Office
Assistant.)

\yp-p!V and installation: CUCOM software was supplied by Australia to Ms Selu
'Ilolahia when she attended the basic CLICOM couise in |une 7994 at the Bureau of
Meteo_rology, Melbourne. There was an earlier supply of CLICOM on diskettes to Mr
Paul Cheesman (Sen. Met. Officer) when he attended an earlier course in Australia in
1993.

Hardwarc.' No hardware has been supplied as part of CLICOM, but the software has
been installed on a COMPAQ LTE 986/20 (3MB RAM, 105M8 HD, s.25" 1.2MB and
3.5" 1.44M8 diskette drives, COMPAQ VGA monitor which had been supplied by the
COMCIAM project about "1997. An HP Deskjet 500 is available. There are no othe; pcs.

S,oftware: DOS4.0 and DataEase V4.53 (with manual) was originally supplied with the
COMPAQ. Now DOS6 is in use without a manual. CLICOM Vg.O ij in hind, as is
DataEase V4.5.2, a coPy from the supply of CLICOM, but no manual is available. There
is also COSORT 4.4, Norton Editor, Windows 3.L, Quattro.Pro V4.0, and OpTDATA (a
hydrological program for CLICOM)

Technical EaultslProblems: There have been no faults on the CoMpAe. An
intermittent fault on the printer disappeared after the cable was change4.

Operations.' The.sy:t"T is run by Ms Selu 'Ilolahia, full time. The only other officer
at th€ fong-^ HQ is the Director, Mr Havea. The equipment is sited in i small air
conditioned room within the main office, which is-exposed to some dust but is kept
very clean and tidy, .!a9ic security is in place, e.g. the office is locked up. An officer
from the parent Civil Aviation Department nex-i door uses this pC ociasionally.

_S_ome 
repair to_PC's can be done locally. For problem support Ms 'Ilolahia calls Ms

V ranisese at the Fiji Meteorological Service (who was on the same 1994 CLICOM
course with her), and she can also contact Tan Lee Seng in Malaysia and Mr Ereckson
in New Zealand.

CLICOM operations have just commenced. Some daily data is being entered. Some
montNy data have been entered into Quattro Pro spreadsheets. Baclup is not yet
organised, ord somg original diskettes are not backid up. Some of the euattro pro
spread.sheets are backed up.

Data oolumes and observation netarcrk: Less than 0.1M8 has been entered, the
available back data is 180MB, and the annual increase is 6.4M8. The monitoring
network comprises:

Daily climate observations at 8 stations.
Daily rain only at 3 stations.
Three-hourly synoptic weather reports at Z stations.
Hourly reports at 1 station.
Upper wind at 1 station.
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Training: Ms Selu 'Ilolahia, (Office Assistant and Computer Operator): Basic
computer skills training l-day per week, while at Victoria University, Wellington,
1989. Plans to complete-degre-e hter (BSc Chem), needs 7 1, /2 more years. Empioyed as
computer operator from August 1993. Basic CLICOM training, Bureau of Met.
Melbourne, 3-weeks, ]une 1994.
Mr Paul Cheesman, (Sen. Met. Officer): Basic CLICOM training, Bureau of Met.
Melbourne, 3-weeks, July 1993. On return from this course he instatled a CLICOM,
and entered some data, which is now stored in a Quattro Pro spreadsheet. This
CLICOM was later lost. He is now based at the airport office and not at the
headquarters office where the CLICOM system is located.

General sutnmary; A good start has been made, but progress necessarily has been
limited by the very small amount of training and available staff resources. During the
mission a number of faults were found in the CLICOM and incorrect procedures
noted. Mr Ereckson was able to provide some assistance and guidance with a number
of matters. He repaired various faults, including the fix for CLICOM to run under
DOS 6.0, and many others too detailed to mention here.

The CLICOM is now working without faults and also Ms'Ilolahia has more
confidence to proceed. However, we doubt that the operations can be sustained
without regular on-going support visits.

Mr Ereckson checked out what data was on hand that could be entered to CLICOM.
Copies of the reporting Forms for the daily climate (F301) and daily rainfall (F20) are
kept. All synoptic report data Forms are sent to Wellington (to NIWA). It was
suggested that they concentrate on daily climate data entry and leave the synoptic data
until later.

Development requirements: There should be another officer frained in CLICOM who
is at least reasonably familiar with the current operations. There are no other staff at
the HQ Office at present, but Mr Cheesman (currently at the Airport Office (?) might
be able to fill this 'backup' role. Further training for Ms 'Ilolahia, such as the CLICOM
a'rd Statistics course at the University of Reading, IJK would be very desirable, as
would training on the use of DataEase. On-site support and training visits will be
essential.

A standalone CLICOM will be sufficient for Tonga, as there is no need for a
networked system. The COMPAQ 386/20 PC is probably adequate to start off with
CLICOM. However, it is three years old now, and it is too slow for the new CLICOM
V3.0. We therefore recommend the provision of the following equipment (the same
as described above for Kiribati and Tuvalu.)

o New IBM compatible PC 486 (DX-33 at least), 8MB RAM, 200M8 hard disk,
minimum, 1.44M8 3.5" diskette drive, 1.2M8 5.25" diskette drive. Serial &
parallel ports, SVGA colour monitor.

' OPtical disk drive (as the archive storage device), re-writable, (with COREL SCSI
software and compatible with SCSI devices), 128M8 capacity, (similar to
IBM3510).
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2.8 Western Samoa

Mission details: Discussions were held in Apia,8-15 September, with Mr Ausetalia
Titimaea (Superintendent Meteorological Division, Apia Observatory) and Mr Niko
Tualevao (STO Met), and brief meetings with Mr Frank Malele (Asst. Sup. Dept.
Agriculture, Forest, Fisheries, and Meteorology), Mr Lameko Talia (PTO Geophysics),
and Mr Taala Tuilagi (PSO Met).

Supply anil installation: The CLICOM V2.1 was provide by Australia under the
COMCIAM programme in about 1997, and introduced by Mr Titimaea following a

training course at the Bureau of Meteorology, Melbourne. CLICOM V3.0 software was
obtained later, in 1993, and brought in by Mr Tualevao who was attending a'Climate
Variability' course in Melbourne. Mr Ereckson was unable to determine how the
installation was achieved or by whom.

Hardware.. No hardware has been supplied as part of CLICOM, but the software is
installed on a COMPAQ 385SX PC (2MB RAM, 90MB HD,5.25" 350Kb and 3.5" 1.44
diskette drives, COMPAQ 14" VGA colour monitor.) This PC was supplied by the
COMCIAM project about 1997. There is an FIP Deskjet 500 printer, a UPS, and two
other PC's at the Observatory. A SWAN 486 PC is assigned to geomagnetic and
earthquake work and is also used by an hydrologist at the Observatory. This is
provided by the US Geological Survey, who maintain it. A 385 PC provided through
the EEC is used for adrninistrative and general use in the Superintendent's office. All
of the PC's get regular maintenance attention from SOPAC staff based in Fiji.

Software: DOS5.2 was recently installed by a SOPAC officer and a DOS 5 manual is
available. Prior to this DOS 5 was used. CLICOM 3.0 is present but there is no V3.0
manual or tutorial. The CLICOM V2 manual is present but has parts missing.
DataEase V2.53 with a manual is available, having been supplied with the COMPAQ,
PC in 1991,. COSORT 4.4 is present, but without a manual. Other software includes: an
early version of Norton Editor, V1.3C, Windows 3.1., Excel for Windows, WP51, Virus
Buster, Fastlynx, and a GIS program IDRISL

Tc:hnical Eaults/Problems: There have been no faults on the COMPAQ PC. A
problem for several months with the printer was fixed by the visiting SOPAC officer
from Fiji. The COMPAQ PC on which CLICOM is now installed has a great deal of
software that is used by other Observatory officers, as well as the Meteorological staff.
It is very heavily loaded, with only some 8MB free space remained at time of the
mission. This is barely sufficient space to run a basic CLICOM. This is not a satisfactory
platform for a CLICOM, which should reside on a PC used only by CLICOM staff.

Operations.' The CLICOM facility is under the care of Mr Ausetalia Titimaea, and he
has assigned Mr Niko Tualevao, to operate the system. CLICOM V2.L was installed
on a trial basis by Mr Titimaea n 7992.It contained S-years of daily data for Apia.
There is no record of this data in the current CLICOM V3.0 which was installed about
fuly 1993 but never became operational. A diskette containing this data set is
available, so it could be put into CLICOM 3. The CLICOM was not operational when
Mr Ereckson arrived on 8 August.

The CLICOM PC is sited in a small room in the Observatory building which houses
the geomagnetic recording equipment. This is the only room with air-conditioning,
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but it has no windows, is very dusty, and is crowded with rnany papers, boxes, etc,
stacked about the walls and across the floor. It is at present a very difficult and
unsatisfactory working environment for both equipment and staff.

Security of the system is inadequate. The CLICOM PC is used by other staff, and ag
noted above, is very heavily loaded with various other software and data. There iS no'
password sy'stem and no virus checking is done. There are no backups of the original
software supply diskettes including those for CLICOM 2.1 and 3.0.

Upon commencing the system inventory and review work on 8th September, Mr
Ereckson found that there were a number of faults and problems artd-that the
CLICOM would not operate properly (see further notes below). However, with his
assistance, by the day of his departure, on 15 September, it was operating correctly and
daily data was being entered, verified, and loaded to the database. A backup of the
system had been done.

Data oolumes and obsentation netarcrk: Less than 0.1M8 has been entered, the
available back data is 85M8, and the annual increase is 2.6M8. The monitoring
nefwork comprises:

Daily climate observations at 6 stations.
Daily rain only, at 11 stations.
Three-hourly synoptic weather reports at 2 stations.
Hourly reports at 1 station.
Upper wind at 1 station.

Training: Mr Ausetalia Titimaea, (Sup. Met. Div.): Climate Data Management and
Monitoring using CLIcoM, course under AIDAB, Bureau of Meteorology,
Melbourne, 4months in 1991. On his return from this training, Mr Titimaea wrote a
leport "The use of the CLICOM system in Climate Data Management and Monitoring,
Case Study: Western Samoa", which makes some observations on various CLICOM
features and some recommendations for.improvements. His conclusion was that the
CTICOM system with its current capability will mostly suit Western Samoa.
Mr Lameko Talia, (PSO Geophysics Div): Has degree in geophysics, University of
Canterbury. Some three weeks training on Windows, MS-Word, MS-Exel, Apia, Sept.
1'993. No CLICOM training.He was assigned by the,Observatory Superintendent to be
a stand-by and help to Mr Tualevao while Mr Ereckson was bringing the CLICOM Tp
to data-enhy stage and giving some training.
Mr Niko Tualevao, (STO Met): Has Z0 years service and has meteorological technical
training in the NZ Met. Service, but has not had any computer or CLICOM training.

Generul sutn nary; The CLICOM system is not operational and the background of
training, experience and environment at the site mean that it cannot be made
operational without substantial further support. However, during the mission, at the
request of Mr Titimaea and Mr Malele, Mr Ereckson agreed to investigate whether he
could get the system running and Mr Tualevao trained up to the stage of entering
data._Fortunately, time to'do so became available as a result of changed airline
schedules and to an aircraft incident that blocked the Faleolo Airpoit runway for
some days.
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During the period 8th to 15th Mr Ereckson repaired the faults, including the
adjustments necessary for CLICOM V3 to run on DOS 6, and many othe-rs too detailed
to mention here. He got the system running, and was able to give training to Mr
Tualevao to the stage where he could g-t tel, verify, and load dita. On the f 5th, the daygf departure, some eight months of daily data for one station had been entered by Mi
Tualevao, and he was continuing with data-entry. Among other operations learned
was-theproduction of a standard CLICOM report of a month's daily data, and the
production of a time-series graph. Mr Tualevao's commitment ani enthusiasm was
exemplary, and included many hours of off-duty time to undergo the training.

Despite this success, Mr Ereckson advised Mr Titimaea that without further help and
training, it was unlikely that operations will be sustained for very long.

Deoe-lopment requirements: For CLICOM to have chance of operating successfully
3ld_beilg sustained in Western Samoa, formal training in CLIbOvf must be given to
Mr Tualevao (assuming he is to carry on with the CLICOM duties), and to an6ther
officer. In due course, once the basic CLICOM operations and management skills are
achieved and more experience is gained, higher-levels of training wi[ be desirable,
9.9._E1i1t.g in the use of DataEase, and the supply of FORTRAITI and training in
FORTRAN programming.

A standalone CLICOM will be sufficient for Western Samoa, as there is no need for a
19l{o]f9d system. The COMPAQ 385SX PC is probably adequate to start off with
CLICOM. Flowev€r, it is three years old now, ii is too ilow for the new CLICOM V3.0,
and it is heavily loaded with other applications and users, We therefot" tu.o**"rrd
the provision of the following equipment (the same as described above for Kiribati,
Tuvalu and Tonga), with the proviso that it should be provided only if suitable
accommodation can be made available. One possibility-is to re-furbiitr ttre room that
Mr Tualevao uses as his office, with air-conditioning and with other alterations
necessary to house the new hardware

r New IBM compatible PC 486 (DX-33 at least), 8MB RAM, 200M8 hard disk,
minirnum,1'.44M8 3.5" diskette drive, 1.2M8 5.25" diskette drive. Serial &
parallel ports, SVGA colour monitor.

' optical disk drive (as archive storage device), re-writable, (with coREL scsl
software, compatible with SCSI devices), 12gMB, (similar to IBM3510).

r Laser fet Print,:r. (HP laser jet series UI class).

' 50 diskettes, 1'.44M8,5 optical disk cartridges, and 2 toner cartridges for Laser |et
printer III.

Obtain a CLICOM V3 manual, CLICOM Tutorial manuals and software. Obtain a copy
of DataEase V4.5.3 and manuals.

Consideration needs to be given to obtaining Western Samoa data archived in the
IIryA comPuter database in Wellington, and to the provision of software to facilitate
its import to CLICOM.
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2.9 Cook Islands

Mission details: Discussions were held in Rarotonga, L9-23 September, with Mr
Arona Ngari, (Manager Cook Islands Meteorological Service), Mr Raui Nicholls, (TO
Met), and Mr Numa Ukarangi (TO Met.)

Supply anil installation: The CLICOM software was supplied by Australia to Mr
Numa Ukarangi, when he attended a basic CLICOM course at the Bureau of
Meteorology, Melbourne, lune 1994. The software was installed by Numa when he
returned from the course.

Hardware.' No hardware has been supplied as part of CLICOM, but the software is
installed on a MITAC 386 PC (tun Ram, 200M8 HD, 5.25" 1.2M8 and 3.5" 1,.4,r'..,MrB

diskette drives, MITAC 14" VGA rnonitor) which was supplied under the VCP by
New 7*aland in late 1,990. There are two other PC's in the service; one in
Administration, and one for the Manager.

Software: Available software at the site includes DOS 4.1 with manual, CLICOM V3.0,
DataEase V4.5.2 (no tnanual; there is also an earlier version, 2.53, with no manual),
COSORT 4.4 (no manual), Norton Editor, V2 (not registered), GWBASIC V3.23, PFS
First Choice V3, WP51, EXCEL V4, VSCAN/Mcaffee. CLICOM tutorial Manuals 1&2
and tutorial software are available.

Technical F.aultslProblems: There have been few faults. A fault in the display screen
was fixed locally, and a fault in the printer was fixed by the Met. Technician. There is a
need for a separate UPS for the CLICOM PC.

Operations; Mr Raui Nicholls and Mr Numa Ukarangi have been assigned to operate
CLICOM part-time amongst their other duties. The system is sited in the
Administration office, in a clean, tidy, air-conditioned room. Security is good, the
room locked outside 8am-4pm, and password protection is in use. The PC in the
Manager's office could run CLICOM if necessary. The originally supplied diskettes
were not backed up.

Hardware support is available from the Met. Technician, and also from private sector
business in Avarua. For software problems and support needs, access is ivailable to
the Bureau of Meteorology in Melbourne and to Mr Ereckson in Wellington.

The system was not operational when Mr Ereckson arrived on 19 September. There
had been some efforts to enter station information, but the system wls not working
properly and they had been waiting upon Mr Ereckson's visit in the hope that it
might be fixed then. However, with the help of Mr Ereckson, by the time of his
departure on 24 Sept9lbe1, the CLICOM was operating correctly, daily data was being
entered, verified, and loaded to the database, and a backup of the sysiem had been
done.

Data volumes and obseroation network: No data has been entered, the available back
data is 290M8, and the annual increase is 9.7MB. The monitoring network comprises:

Daily climate observations at 13 stations.
Daily rain only, at 20 stations.
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Three-hourly synoptic weather reports at 8 stations.
Hourly reports at 2 station.
Upper wind at 1 station.

Training: Mr Raui Nicholls, (TO Met.): basic CLICOM training, Bureau of Met.,
Melbourne, 3-weeks,7 /1993. (12 years service in Met. Service.)
Mr Numa Ukarangi, (TO Met.): basic CLICOM training, Bureau of Met. Melbourne, 3-
weeks, 6/1994, (4 years service in Met. Service.)
Comments on adequary of training were that it was not enough, and too short.

General sufitmary; The system was not operational, owing to the lack of training and
support. While doing the work required for the Project's inventory and review of the
system Mr Ereckson found there were many faults and problems in the system, which
were probably due to lack of experience with the system and especiatly with software
installation procedures.

The Manager, Mr Arona Ngari, asked Mr Ereckson if he could get the CLICOM
operating properly and give some help and training to Mr Nicholls and Mr Ukarangi.
The schedule of three days at Rarotonga was ample for the project work, but
insufficient to achieve the requested extra work. Thus an extra two days were
approved to deal with the problems present, provide some training, and complete the
re-establishment of CLICOM.

Mr Nicholls and Mr Llkarangi are very keen to work on CLICOM and to make a
success of it. They put in extra hours during the mission visit and were always very
cooperative and heipful. All the training giien was of a practical nature; tt 
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hands-on work, and will now be able to proceed with more confidence.

Deoelopment requirements: Consideration should be given to placing one staff
member on a more advanced cou.rse such as the CLICOM and statistics course at the
University of Reading, IJK. Training in the use of DataEase would be useful, and the
supply of FORTRAN and training in FORTITAN programming, at a later stage, would
be worthwhile. On-site support and training visits are the most immediately needed
requirement.

A standalone CLICOM will be sufficient for Cook Islands, as there is no need for a
networked system. The MITAC 386 PC is probably adequate to start off with CLICOM.
Flowever, it is some four years old now, it is too slow for the new CLICOM V3.0. If it
goes down there is nothing to fall back on, as the other available PCs are not valid
options for this. The MITAC 386 could provide service in training as well as a backup
to the proposed new machine. We therefore recommend the provision of the
following equipment (the same as described above for Kiribati, Tuvalu, Tonga and
Western Samoa):

New IBM compatible PC 486 (DX-33 at least), 8MB RAM, 200M8 hard disk,
minimum,7.44MB 3.5" diskette drive, 1.2M8 5.25" diskette drive. Serial &
parallel ports, SVGA colour monitor.

Optical disk drive (as the archive storage device), re-writable, (with COREL SCSI
software and compatible wirh SCSI devices), 128M8 capacity, (similar to
rBM3s10).



r Laser let Printer. (HP laser Jet series Itr class).

r Aurrs,1200vA, 
' :

'.;

o $Q dis-kettes, 1.44M8,5 optical disk carbidg"s; and 2 toner carridges for Laser']btprinter'trI. 
. :

r Registered copies of DataEase V4.5.9, COSORT V4.4, qnd FOI{TRAhM.1, with
manuals.

Consideration needs to be given to oltaining Coolc Islands data archived in the
IIIWA complter database in Wellington, and to the provision of software to facilitate
its import to CLICOIvtr,
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2.L0 Niue

Mission iletails: It was not possible to visit Alofi, Niue, but a number of discussions
were held as follows: by telephone conference call berween Mr Richard Hipa (Director,
Department of Posts and Telecommunications), Mr Sionetasi Pulehetoa (Sen. Met.
officer), and Dr Reid Basher,76 August 1994; and by telephone and fax from
Wellington, and by personal meeting at the SPREP meeting of Directors, Fiji 3-5 Oct.
1994, between Mr Pulehetoa and Mr Ereckson.

Supply anil installation: A PC with CLICOM V3 already installed was supplied by
Australia and delivered to Niue in Septembet 7994. This donation was in response to
an inquiry made by Mr Pulehetoa in May 1993. At the time of preparation of this
report, the PC had not been started up at Niue.

Hardware.' The details of the PC are not known at this point, but we understand that
it is a second-hand 286 machine, and that no printer was supplied. The Niue Met.
Office has no other computer facilities, but it has access to PCs in the parent
department of Posts and Telecommunications.

Software: Unknown, but CUCOM and other necessary software understood to be
installed, along with station information files.

Technical Faults/Problems: Nil at this stage.

Operations: Not established. It is understood that Mr Pulehetoa will endeavour to
operate the system as part of his existing duties. Technical support from among
Telecommunications Department staff may be available.

Data oolumes and obseruation netutork: No data has been entered, the available back
data is 48M8, and the annual increase is 0.8M8. The monitoring network comprises:

Daily climate observations at 2 stations.
Daily rain only, at 2 stations.
Three-hourly synoptic weather reports at L stations.
Hourly reports at 1. station.

Training: Mr Sionetasi Pulehetoa has not had any training in basic PC use, and no
raining in CLICOM Formal training and CLICOM technical support will be essential.

General summary: I-! it too early to comment on the Niue CLICOM operation, except
to note the great challenge that the project poses for such a tiny and remote country
(population less than 3000 peopte).

D-eaelopment requirements: A standalone CLICOM will be readily sufficient for
Niue. An installation and training visit will be required to get CLICOM started and
running smoothly, and regular on-site support visits will be necessary.

It is not certain at this point what model of computer was supplied. If it is a second-
hand 286 machine, it may be a little old and wiltbe too slow ior CLICOM 3.0. To
improve on this will require the same single PC suite of equipment as we have
recommended above for the other small countries.
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Consideration needs to be given to obtaining Niue data archived in the NIWA
comPuter database in Wellington, and to the provision of software to facilitate its
import to CLICOM.
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3. REGIONAL SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVE

In this Section, we attempt to collate the detailed country information into a single
regional picture and draw conclusions about what needs to be done on the regional
scale.

3.1 Overview of CLICOM in the Region

The overall picture is rather disappointing, in that only one of the ten counfries was
close to having CLICOM operating completely effectively. Papua New Guinea,
Solornon Islands, Vanuatu and Fiji are more advanced, having started earlier with
WMO assistance, and having had the benefit of some on-site training and support.
They can certainly claim some success for their efforts. The most advanced site is that
of the Solomon Islands, whose success we believe is due to the higher level of
training and support received, and to a very strong managerial commitment to
CLICOM.

The remaining smaller countries have come to CLICOM at a later stage, and have not
had the benefit of a systematic project to implement the system. Given that the
provision of equipment, software and training has been on an opportunistic,
piecemeal basis, and that the resources to properly implement the system have not
been made available to the Met services, it is hardly surprising that little real progress
has been made with CLICOM in these countries.

The question might be asked as to whether CLICOM is suitable for the Pacific islands.
The answer is yes. It is designed for small countries and can do the job required. The
CLICOM concept is good. CLICOM has been implemented satisfactorily in other
countries such as Sri Lanka, Mauritius, Malaysia (although not without difficulties it
might be said.) There are aspects that need improvement, for example in the range
and quality of climate information products and applications, but overall it is the best
ava.ilable system. The alternatives, are basically (i) designing your own climate data
system using spreadsheets or databases, or (ii) making use of a cenfral database in
another country, such as Australia or New Zealand. Neither of these options would
serve the Pacific island countries very well.

One qualification can be made on the above recommendation, however. To maintain
a CLICOM system requires sufficient skilled staff resources. The larger Pacific Island
countries can meet this requirement, but for the very tiny countries, such as Niue, it
is likely to be very difficult to consistently meet, especially when pitted against the
numerous other development needs a country has. We believe that if the smallest
countries are to sustain CLICOM, then they will need a good deal of help from other
Pacific island CLICOM sites as well as from the more distant sources of CLICOM
expertise.

One problem with the CLICOM idea is that it has been promoted as a simple, easily
operated system, but this is not true if the staff involved have little computer
knowledge and experience. Because it is not a commercial product, the user cannot
turn to suppliers for help. Training and on-going technical support are needed to run
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the.system' Also, there have been software faults (now largely fixed in version 3.0)
which have caused difficulties in the past.

An obvious factor in the relatively poor performance of CLICOM in the South pacific
systems is that most have been set up without adequate planning, funding, and
ongoing technical support. This is the classic tale of badly designed aid, resulting in
wasted resources, unsuccessful implementation, few real end-r-esults and benefit-s,
and disappointed.locgl aspirations. Although it is understandable why donors and
recipients engage in this sort of piecemeal approach, it has to be recognised that it is
not the way to produce effective, lasting results.

A particularly unsatisfactory aspect is that in many cases, the software appears to have
been supplied as pirated copies, occasionally as an out-of-date version aird often
without the necessary manuals. In two instances, equipment manuals were supplied
in a_foreign language not understood by the recipieni agency. In some cases the 
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hardware supplied is not adequate to operate thi current version 3.0 CLICOM
software.

Training opportunities have not been sufficient to meet the needs. Short courses
have been developed, e.g. the basic CLICOM course at the Bureau of Meteorology in
Melbourne, but these are not enough to develop an adequate understanding oiifre
system and its management, nor to develop practical experience in all the various
operating procedures of the system. The dominant reaction of Pacific Islands staff who
have been on the short courses provided in the region was that they were too short,
and did not provide enough opportunity to develop practical competence.

Another important point is that there is a body of knowledge and practice in running
a computer system that is well-known and carefully pursued in th-e management of
large computer centres, but which unfortunately is'uiuatly not well knovd or applied
in the.operation of personal computers. This includes physical security (passwor'd.s,
locked doors, etc), software security (back-up copying and off-site storagebf softruare
and data, etc), system management (authorisatioh oI database adminiJtrator,
personnel access, manuals management, log books, etc).

PI *1y of example, the Caribbean country ]amaica recently lost virtually all of its
historical climate data resources through a devastating ofiice fire. Wittr computer
systems, it is possible to very qrrickly resurrect a compiete data system-provided a
systematic backing-up process has been followed. This is a criticil requirlment for pC-
based climate services, and it must be a key area for training.

An associated Problem was the absence of good record keeping systems. In most of
the countries visited, there were great difficulties in obtaining bisic information for
the inventoty-,-s_uch as on the observing network, measurement types, station
histories, available data resources, what data had been entered to'tire computer
archives, and the hardware and sofrware being use-d. Generally there *"t" no logs of
computer use that could provide information on the installation of software, enfy of
data, archive status, and faults encountered.

The absencg of systematic ongoing advice and support and on-site visits has been a
maiol l"$i!"p in solving the inevitable computli and software problems that occur,
and in building the experience and confidence of local staff. We bilieve that this is
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one of the main reasons why most Pacific sites have not been successful. On-site
support visits should beprovided at six-month intervals for the first one to two years
of operations. The 7-10 days training given at installation time is quite insufficient.

yMO has strongty supported the development and implementation of CLICOM, and
has acted as a coordinator and broker for donors and relipients. However, its funds
are limited and must be shared among the extensive metborological needs of its more
than 160 members. While it can provide some help and s,rppori, responsibility for
problem-solving and ongoing operations once the initial initaUation has been
_c91p_19ted mainly rests with the individual country and, as appropriate, its donors.
WMO has neither the funds nor staff to undertake this level bi operational support.

F'inally,_it must be added that, in some cases, the support that has been given by
donors has been largely wasted through lack of strong local commitmeit and support,
and lack of resolute action and control on the resources available at the site. tt is io be
hoped that the detailed descriptions provided for the individual countries will
provide valuable guidance for all countries on what contributes to a site's success, and
what detracts from it, and on what should be done and what should not, in managing
and developing CLICOM climate data systems.

3.2 Summary of Individual Country Needs

The situations of the individual countries are summarised in the two following
tables. Table 3provides a summ ary of the observing networks, data availability"and
data growth. The PurPose of computing the sizes of the data sets is to get an eitimate
of the amount of data to be dealt with by each country and therefore *lut computer
storage capacify required. The numbers are approximate only.

The data size is very much affected by the number of climate elements chosen to be
entered for each data type. It is possibte that the maximum number of elements
reported by each station may not be entered, for instance the occurrence of some of
the Phenomena types, 
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of cloud, directions cloud movement, etc may not be

worth archiving digitally. Most countries have for the present limited thlir data-
entry to a few selected elements. The number of climate elements recorded will varv
between stations. We have chosen to base the computations on the maximum 
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number of elements possible, in order to estimate the maximum sizes for database
PurPoses. No account has been taken of data from automatic weather stations or
upper winds observations.

Table 4 provides a summary listing of the main development requirements that the
project has identified, under headings of hardware, software, training and other. We
have estimated the cost of the listed-hardware and software recommEndations as
about US$55,000.
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Table 4: Summary Of Epecific Recommendations in Country Reports

Country Hardware Software Trainlng Other Notes

Papua New
Guinea

Nil. Nil. On-site support
and training
visits.

Training in
FORTRAN and
DataEase

Support visit of
Tan Lee Seng
planned.

Back-data from
Multiplan files,
and from
Australia.

Solomon Islands Additional
optical drive.

On-site support
visit.

Training on
FORTRAN and
DataEase

Develop
monthly climate
summary Oike
Fiii summary).

Nil.

Vanuatu Interface IBM
3353 optical
drive to 486PC or
obtain new drive
(rBM 3511).

DataEase V4.53
and manuals.

MS
V5

FORTRAN

On-site support
and training
visits.

CLICOM and
statistics
training for 2-3
staff.

Training in
programming
FORTRAN and
DataEase

Review of system
and data
manaBement
procedures.

Develop
monthly climate
summary (like ,

Fiji summary).

Back-data from
Australia.

Fiii Additional
486DX PC.

Interface IBM
3363 optical
drive to 486PC or
obtain new drive
(IBM 3s11).

DataEase V4.53,
COSORT 4.4 and
manuals.

MS
V5

FORTRAN

On-site support
and training
visits.

Training in
programming
FORTRAN and
DataEase.

CLICOMand
statistics
training for 1

staff.

Revise and re-
program existing
monthly climate
summary to work
from CUCOM.

Back data from
New Zealand.
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country Hardware software training other Note'

Kiribati New 486DX. MS FORTRAN
v5.

Optical drive
IBM 3511

Laserjet printer.

Disk & printer
supplies.

On-site suppott
and training
visits.

CUCOM and
statistics
training

Training in
programming
FORTRAN and
DataEase.

Develop
monthly climate
summary (like
Fiji summary).

Back data from
New Zealand.

Tuvalu New 486DX.

Optical drive
IBM 3511

Laseriet printer.

Disk & printer
supplies.

MS FORTRAN
v5.

On-site support
and training
visits.

CLICOMand
statistics
training

Training in
programming,
FORTRAN and
DataEase.

Develop
monthly climate
summary (like
Fiji summary).

Back data from
New Zealand.

Tonga New 486DX.

Optical drive
IBM 3511

Laseriet printer.

Disk & printer
supplies.

MS FORTRAN
v5.

On-site support
and training
visits.

CLICOMand
statistics
training

Training in
programming
FORTRAN and
DataEase.

Develop
monthly climate
summary 0ike
Fiii summary).

Back data from
New Zealand.

Western Samoa New 485DX.

Optical drive
IBM 3511

Laserjet printer.

Needs more
suitable
physical
accommodation.

Disk & printer

DataEase V4.53,
CLICOM manual
and tutorials,
MS FORTRAN
v5.

Develop
monthly climate
summary (like
Fiji summary).

On-site support
and training
visits.

DOS training.
Back data from

CUCOMand New Zealand.
statistics
training

Training in
programming
FORTRAN andsupplies. DataEase.
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CounEy Flardware Software Tralnlng Other Notes

Cook Islands New 486DX. DataEase V4.53, On-site support Develop
COSORT 4.4, and training monthly climate

Optical drive MS FORTRAI{ visits. summary (like
IBM 3511 V5. Fiii summary),

CUCOM and
" Laseriet printer. statistics Back data from

training New Zealand.
Disk & printer
supplies. Training in

programming
1200VA UPS FORTRAN and

DataEase.

Niue Not certain, but May need new Training in DOS, Not certain, but
. likely to similar versions of all and CLICOM. likely to be
to Kiribati software. similar to
needs. On-site support Kiribati needs.

and training
visits.

3.3 Potential for Regional Cooperation

There is obvious potential for regional cooperation in developing CLICOM, since the
climate data needs and the recommended CLICOM software systems are very similar
for all sites.'The Heads of Meteorological Services were all agreed that cooperation
should be a feature of future development and expressed their willingness to
collaborate and contribute cooperatively. There would be significant advantages to
donors and recipients in sharing the overheads involved in such things as
pu"chasing, training, and on-going support services.

There are three keys to effective regional cooperation in our view.

o { regional programme must recognise the individual circumstances and needs
of the participating countries, and build its components on these needs/ rather
than applying some standard approach to all countries.

. The programme should. be overseen in some way by a committee of those in the
Meteorological Services who are involved with CLICOM, either the Director or
head of the climate division, in order to ensure that it meets their needs and
they feel a sense of ownership and responsibility for the programme.

o The programme must have a full-time, CLICOM-literate officer who is
responsible for leading and coordinating the programme, liaising befween
donors and recipients, and who is available to participating countries to sort out
technical difficulties when thgy arise.
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We are convinced that the countries of the region could radicatly improve their
climate service capabilities through closer involvement with eaih other, mutual
as_sistance, imd possibly even a little rivalry! The more experienced Pacific island
CLICOM sites could provide invaluable help to the smaller sites, by providing
trouble-shooting advice by telephone, on-site support visits, softr,rrire exchanfe, ild
training courses at a CLICOM site within the region. As an example of softwire
exchan-ge, we believe that Fiji's monthly "quick climate summary" should be
generalised to operate from CLICOM and then implemented in ihose other countries
which need such a summary.

One op,tion that needed to be considered under this Project was the possibility of a
single CLICOM site carrying out the climate data operations for moie than just one
country. 4PP*"tltly it has been demonstrated in the Carribean region that CLICOM
units can be shared among very small states, with the aim of reduiing costs and
im-proving services through focussed expertise and experience. We do not have
information of any shared operations and cannot comment on their relative success.

Furthermore, our experience is that the island countries of the Pacific are as
independently minded as most countries and want to process their own data. None
show any wish to have their data processed by some oiher country, no matter how
close geographically, and especially so now that all have a CLICOM system. There are
so-me significant differences between the Caribbean and the South Pacific, among
which are the greater distances between the countries, and the absence of a regioial
mete-orological organisation such as the Caribbean Meteorological Organisation that
h-as for 11ry_Igars undertaken shared services on behalf of members. Ultimately, a
shared CLICOM operation would only work in the context of a strong organisational
reiationship, in which all parties were able to benefit and to influence the results.

The major_savings arising from sharing would be on labour, training and external
lYPPort. The savings on hardware, software and consumables would not be great.
There would be extra costs of liaison, communication and travel. The most t'itety
candidates for a shared operation would be the very small countries or territoriei, for
whom maintaining a CLI-OM system might be too difficult to sustain.

3.4 Proposal for Regional CLICOM Development programme

To get cLIcoM op"rating in the region, we recommend as follows:

c Lon-g4erm regional deaelopment plan for CLICOM. Design and implement a
well thought out, three-year development programme to establish CLICOM
operationally in the region. All parties (Met. Services, Governments, SPREP,
and donors)^will need recognise that this requires a much bigger and more
integrated effort than we have seen in the pist.

' Focus on end-resnlf: There must be a very strong focus on the desired final
result, which is the abiliry to easily achieve climate data and provide users with
useful climate information. The goal is not CLICOM, but the provision of useful
climate information.
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Flexibility and inaolvement: The programrne should be flexible to allow its
efforts to be progressively and closely tailored to the individual needs of
countries, as these evolve. This will require that there be considerable freedom
on the part of the progranune managers to tailor the prograrune tasks to
evolving needs, and. a corunensurate close involvement of participating
organisations in the overall direction of the programme.

Capncity building: The programme should strongly emphasise local capacity
building, self-help within the region, and mutual collaboration and support.

On'going training and suVporf; This is a critical need. Periodic visits by a
knowledgeable CLICOM support person are needed, preferably the one person
for all countries and someone from the region who is specially committed to
developing CLICOM in the Pacific islands. This will orrlt.o-" many of the
current problems.

Long-term development of local experfs, Provide extra training and. experience
in computer studies, CLICOM, and climate statistics for a selection of two or
three officers, in order to develop a strong local support capability within the
region, to assist all South Pacific countries operating CLICOM.

CLICOM improvemenfs. Identify shortcomings in CLICOM, especially those
things that do not suit the Pacific islands and seek changes from CLICOM
designers or wMo, e.g. to produce normals from monthly summary data. seek
development of useful data analyses, applications and graphics needed for the
tropical Pacific, e.g. software to enable iich country to produce a monthly climate
summary like Fiji's existing PC-based summary

Hardware and software upgrades. Provide various needed items of hardware
and registered copies of the commercial packages associated with the CLICOM
:-yst9ry T Per the individual country summaries (Section 2) and the summary
list in Table 4.

Regional coordination and liaison. Develop cooperation and agreements about
standard CLICOM practices in the region; develop newsletters lnd exchange of
experiences; cooperate on aid projects; help each other on trouble shooting; joint
training courses; seek coordination of donors; etc.

A detailed design and costing of the envisaged programme is not part of the present
study. However, for general guidance we have provided the following appr6ximate
estimate of costs, in US dollars, for 10 countries over a three year progiamme. The
rate of US$4,000 per week used for consultant services and aCsociated living expenses,
is relatively low by international standards, but is not unreatistic. It can be notld that
most of the total sum of $900,000 would be spent on training and support. The
average annual cost per country is only $30,000.
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Table 5: Approximate Costs of CLICOM Development Programme

Programme item Calculation basis Three-year cost

us$
Hardware and supplies

Software

Initial establishment or
support visits by expert

Support visits by expert or
regional support officer.

Regional support officer

Within-region trainint
workshops

Long-term traininB

Software development
(for data import, products
tailored to Pacific needs,
other problem solving)

Project design,
management and
appraisal

Average of $2,000 per country per annum.

Average of $1,000 per country per annum.

Four-week establishment visits to six countries;
two-week initial support visits to four
countries. $4,000 per week plus $5000 air fares
per circuit.

Four one'week supgrrt visits per country.
$4,000 per week plus $5000 air fares per circuit.

Locally-based salary and expenses, including
newsletter costs, etcr $20,000 per annum.

Three one-week training and liaison
workshops for one person per country, held in
Pacific, Australia or New Zealand. US$2000
per person per meeting.

Twelve'week CLICOM and statistics training
course in UK for 10 people, at $20,000 per
person (estimated $2K travel, $8K expenses,
and $10K course fees.)

Estimate of 10 weeks at $2,000 per week, plus
$2,000 travel.

Estimate of 20 weeks at $2,500 per week, plus
$5,000 travel.

$60,000

$30,000

$133,000

$180,000

$50,000

$60,000

$200,000

$22,000

$55,000

Total

Plu s 12.5s/o Conti ngency

$800,000

$100,000

Grand Total $900,000
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4 CONCLUSION : .

The project has successfully achieved its objectives. It has obtained, documented and
summarised an extensive set of information on CLICOM and climate data services in
the ten countries studied, and it has detailed what needs to be done to properly
establish climate data services in these countries with CLICOM. A valuable side
benefit of the project has been the assistance Mr Ereckson achieved en-route, in 

l

trouble-shooting work, staff training, and CLICOM re-establishment.

This project may be the first comprehensive regional appraisal of CLICOM anywhere I

in the world, and we expect it will be of considerable interest to WMO and other
CLICOM users outside the region. The difficulties we have documented will serve as

warning to any organisations expecting to meet their climate data manage.ment needs
with the simple purchase of a PC.

The information gathered on each of the ten countries studied will form an essential
foundation for the further development of CLICOM in the region. We hope that the
ideas and recommendations presented will provide a good starting point for affected
organisations to develop an active response to the needs identified, and that a

programme along the lines we recommend can be designed and implemented as
soon as possible. We believe that the time is right for action, and that a relatively
small but well designed multi-year development project would be very cost-effective
and will quickly lead to the effective establishment of CLICOM in most of the
countries affected.
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Glossary

AIDAB Australian International Development Assistance Bureau
BoM Bureau of Meteorology
CUCOM Climate computing software system
COMCIAM Commonwealth Climate Impact Assessment and

Management Programme
DOS Disk operating system (also MS-DOS, DOS4, DOS6, etc)
GIS Geographical information system (software)
HD Hard disk
LAN Local area (computer) network
MB Megabyte
MFAT Vtiiistiy of Foreign Affairs and Trade (New Zealand) i '

NIWA National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research Ltd
NWP Numerical weather prediction
OS 2 Disk operating system
rc Personal computer
PMS Pacific Meteoiological Services project
RA II, RA V Regional Associations II and V of WMO
SOPAC South Pacific Applied Geoscience Commission
SPREP South Pacific Regional Environment Programme
UNDP United Nations Development Programme
UPS Uninterruptible power supply
VCP Voluntary Cooperation Prograrnme (of WMO)
WCDP World Climate and Data Programme
WMO World Meteorological Organization
WORM Write once, read many times (ryp" of optical disk)

I
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Annex 1: summary of country Miseions conducted by Mr B C Ereckson

Thurs, 18 Aug
Fri, 19 Aug
Sat,20 Aug
Sun, 21. Aug
Mon, 22 Aug
Tues, 23 Aug

Wed, 24 Aug
Thurs, 25 Aug
Fri,26 Aug
Sat,27 Aug
Sun,28 Aug
Mon, 29 Aug
Tues,30 Aug
Wed, 31 Aug
Thurs, 1 Sept
Fri,2 Sept
Sat,3 Sept
Sun,4 Sept
Mon, 5 Sept

Tues, 6 Sept
Wed, 7 Sept
Thurs, 8 Sept
Fri,9 Sept
Thurs, S Sept
Fri,9 Sept
Sat, 10 Sept
Sun, 11 Sept
Mon, 12 Sept
Tue, 13 Sept
Wed, 14 Sept
Thurs, 15 Sept
Fri, 15 Sept
Sun, 18 Sept
Sun, 18 Sept
Mon, 19 Sept
Tue,20 Sept
Wed, 21 Sept
Thurs,22 Sept
Fri,23 Sept
Sat, 25 Sept

Travel Wellington-Auckland-Port Moresby.
Work PNG Met. Service.
Work PNG Met. Service.
Work PNG Met. Service. Travel PNG-Honiara.
Work S. I. Met. Service.
Travel Honiara-Port Viia. Work Vanuatu Met.

Service.
Work Vanuatu Met. Service.
Work Vanuatu Met. Service. Travel Port Vila-Nadi.
Work Fiji Met. Service.
Travel Nadi-Tarawa.
Work Kiribati Met. Service.
Work Kiribati Met. Service.
Travel Tarawa-Funafuti. Work Tuvalu Met. Service.
Work Tuvalu Met. Service.
Work Tuvalu Met. Service.
(Flight cancelled.) Work Tuvalu Met. Service.
Travel Funafuti-Nadi.
Rest day.
Work Fiji Met. Service. Re-arrange travel. Travel

Nadi-Nuku'alofa.
Work Tonga Met. Service.
Work Tonga Met. Service.
Work Tonga Met. furvice.
Travel Nuku'alofa-Apia (cross dateline).
Work W. S. Met. Service.
Work W. S. Met. Service.
Work W. S. Met. Service.
Rest day.
Work W. S. Mer. Service. Visit SpREp.
Work W. S. Met. Service.
Work W. S. Met. Service. Visit SPREP,
Work W. S. Met. Service. Re-arrange travel.
Travel Apia-Auckland (cross dateline.)
Travel Auckland - Rarotonga (cross dateline.)
Rest day, Rarotonga
Work Cook Is. Met. Service.
Work Cook Is. Met. Service.
Work Cook Is. Met. Service., CLICOM support work.
Work Cook Is. Met. Service., CLICOM support work.
Work Cook Is. Met. Service., CLICOM support work.
Return to A.uckland-Wellington (cross daieline.)
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Annex 2: cLICoM Recommended Technical specifications

(8 July 1994)

Special notes: (l) Documentation and software in English
(2) Power supply: 220 v,50 Hz

Central processor / File seraer machine:
IBM compatible computer (486-based processor) with:
Minimum 8 MB RAM,
Minimum 300 MB hard disk,
One 1.44 MB 3.5" diskene drive,
One 1.2 MB 5.25" diskette drive,
One CD-ROM drive,
One 128 MB optical disk drive (with COREISCSI software, rewritable optical
disk drive and compatible with SCSI devices)
Super VGA colbur monitor,
I aser Jet printer (HP l-aser Jet Series III - class),
Serial ud parallel ports,
LANtastic Network board,
Unintemrptable Power Suply UPS 1250 VA.

Working stations for data entry and quality control, each as follows:
One IBM compatible computer (Minimum 486SX-based processor) with:
Minimum 4 MB RAM,
Minimum 170 MB hard disk,
One 1.44 MB 3.5' diskene drive,
One 1.2 MB 5.25'diskette drive,
Color VGA monitor,
LANtastic Network board.

ical disk cartridges for the above mentioned optical disk drive

Toner cartridges for l:ser Jet Printer, Series III

Diskertes, 3.5", high density (1.44 MB)

Diskettes, 5.25", high density (1.2 MB)

MS DOS 5.0 - Operating system

pstaFesg 4.53 or DataFase 5.0

COSORT 4 .3 or COSORT 4.4 - Sort Utiliry

FORTRAN 5.0 - Fortran Compiler

NORTON Editor

NORTON Utilities for Disk Management

LANtasric 5.0 - Network software (starter * additional kiQ
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Annex 4: Table for Summary of Data Available

CTJCPM II'I/ENTORY E RE\IEW PRO'Tfr

SIIMMARY OF DATA AVAILI.BI.S:

COIJNIRY:

DATA AITEADY ENTERSD IN CLICOM:

DATA TO BE ENIETID TO CIJCDM BY DAfAEI{TRY:

DATA AITAA.DY DIG|TTIIED.q.ND SUITAILE FOR, IMFORT TO CLICOM:

DATE:
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